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A LBUQUEEiUE CITIZEN
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as a Means of Earning Measure Reported to House Has
His Livelihood-Fir- st
Venture
Some New Features-Provisi- on
g
Netted
Other
Made for Elimination ol SuAttractions He Had
perannuated! Clerks and
Thirty Names.
Other Employes.
$4.000--Amon-

Danger

San Francisco, Feb. 17. "Japan
ready for war, or very near ready,"
said George Cuscarlne, French military engineer, who arrived today on
the liner Korea from Y'okohoma. on
the way to Paris. He was on extended leave of absence when he entered
the employ of the Japanese government some months ago for the purpose of directing the work of placing
big guns in the coast formications of
the island. His opportunities fur observation, coupled with his experience as a military man, give him
technical knowledge of war plans relating to Japan's methods of defense
probably not possessed by any foreigner.
Using Elevtricity.
"Japan has placed in position a
system of coast guns that are thoroughly effective," he said. "1 know
that, for 1 was employed to oversee
their placing. Nothing that electricity
can Jo in the way of making the big,
modern, high powered guns effective
BE BUSY
WEEK
has been neglected by the Japanese.
They have, in fact, more modern
ideas as to the application of elecFOR SECRETARY
tricity than most people possess, and
are losing no chance to utilize this
tremendous power In every way.
Where in other countries hydraulic
TAFT
pov er is used and nppears to bo
and unexcelled, Japan has
advanced to the most scientific us of
electricity.
The result is such perfection in mechanism and operation He Campaigns In New Engthat no country can boast of a system
land In Endeavor to Seof coast defense superior to that of
the mikado.
cure Public Favor.
"A thing that Impressed me in
Japan was the immense sum of
money being spent in preparations
for war and defen.se. Not only are YALE GRADUATES ARE
dozens of the most costly guns being
SOLIDLY FOR HIM
mounted and manned by apt artillerymen, but the arsenals are well
stocked.
Washington,
Feb. 17. Secretary
Noncommittal on tlie Meaning.
Taft will have a busy week of cam"As to what It all means, of course, paigning beginning today in New EngI do not know, ami the Japanese are land, where
he
will contest with
not voluble when It comes to speakHughes for popular favor. He will
ing of their plans. These rumors of speak before the Taft club of Confriction with this country I have heard cord, N. If., tomorrow, and on
but the Japanese say nothing. Their Wednesday will go to New Haven to
way is to make hay while the sun address the Young Men's Hepuhllcan
shines.
club and to attend a meeting of the
"From all I saw and heard in that Yale .corporation. The Taft club of
country. It appears that money form- Connecticut, which now has over 1,000
erly expended on streets ind other members, will be his official escort.
local improvements throughout the Frank Butterworth, a former Yale
empire is being diverted Into the fund football player. Is president of the
that fortifies and strengthens the na- club, and Taft Is officially supported
tion. Streets are not maintained with by Yalo men In his campaign for the
oldtime care and apparent disregard presidency.
Floods In New York.
for expense, and it Is true that the
It was the original intention of the
Rochester, Feb. 17. High water coast
defenses and other branches of club to give a dinner in honor of Seccontinues in the Genesee river, but the military
service are costing mil- retary Taft in the Yale dining hall,
while the river Is at its greatest
.
but permission to do this has been
height in years, freedom from float lions.
"You will iind Japan ready for war denied by Secretary Stokes of the
ing ice removes all danger from a
whenever it comes, and from what- Yale corporation, who thinks that no
serious flood.
ever direction."
Yale building should be used for poAt Geneseo, however H large tree
litical purposes.
which Is J.immed against the- bridge
The strenuous week of Secretary
near the Erie railroad station has PERUVIAN SOCIETY WILL
Taft will end Saturday night at Bufcaused the water to hack up and
falo, where he will deliver an adspread out over the low country on
dress on the political Issues of the
both side of the river. The flood
ATTEND GRAND BALL campaign at the annual dinner of the
along Canasegra creek has made
Elllcott club.
trouble at Ianvllle.
While Secretary Taft Is campaignMany railroads through this part
ing In the east, his principal opponComplete for the
PrciuiratloiiH
are
state
under
the
the
water
and
if
ent for the Republican presidential
of i:ans anil Offihigliwas are in places impassable.
nomination will not be idle. Governor
Traffic on the Mount Morris branch
cers lit Callao.
Hughes will invade Cannon territory
h;i i been discontinued as the trains
on Saturday, when he will be the
found I: impossible to run on time.
Lima, Peru, Feb. 17. Elaborate principal speaker at the annual banpreparations have been made by the quet of the Union League club of ChiHundred. Itextitute.
government
officials of Peru and the cago. The invitation is of a year's
Va.,
Wheeling, W.
Fsb. 17.: All citizens of Callao
and Lima for the standing, and it is likely that Gov.
the trolley lines and railroads except entertainment of the officers and men Hughes wiil, take advantage of the
two
ilie Pennsylvania and
line
of of Admiral Kvans' fleet, which is ex- occasion to give further expression to
the Ra.limore & Ohio are out of com- pected to reach Callao tomorrow.
his political views.
mission today as a result of the Mood.
Several district conventions for the
will receive Hear
Pardo
President
loss,
however, is mini- Admiral Kvans u id his oflicers the selection of delegates to the RepubThe properly
to
ample
owing
warning day following their arrival. He lias lican national convention will be held
the
mized,
given.
arranged for a banquet and grand during the week. The convention of
destipeople
are
Several hundied
ball. Hear Admiral Evans and his the Fourth Ohio district will be held
of
trade and city commanders
tute ami the board
will be taken to Oroya, a In Sidney tomorrow, that of the Ninefurnishing
food
and beautiful town 136 miles from Lima. teenth Ohio in Warren on Wednesday,
nuthoriticH are
shelter for them. Their condition
special trains will convey the vis- the Seventh Missouri in Sedalla towas made worse this morning by a iting Americans from Callao to Lima morrow and the Ninth Missouri la St.
temperature.
fuIIi ii drop in the
and all facilities will be afforded for Charles tomorrow. All of these delevisiting the city and its environs. gations will presumably favor SecreI
Closed
Set tool Are
Twelve hundred invitations have been tary Taft.
The Democrats of Oklahoma and
Indianapolis, Feb. 17. Floods con- sent out for the great ball in honor of
tinue in southern Indiana today and Admiral Evans and the elect of Pe- Kansas will hold state conventions
at Petersburg the White and Patoku ruvian society will attend. The chiefs the latter part of this week, when
livers are higher than since 175, of police of both Callao and Lima delegates to the DenverIs convention
will be chosen. Pry an
a decided
while thousands of acres of land are have organize,! special squads of
ul, merged.
police for the benefit of favorite In both of these states and
no
other presidential possibility will
The schools throughout the flood the tailors.
While the state affairs given by b considered.
district are closed and the trains have
ceased to run. Hundreds of men are President I'ardo and other governSTANDARD OIL DIVIDEND.
ut work repairing washouts on the ment officials In honor of the officers
of the fleet will be of a magnificent
New York, Feb. 17. Tho directors
different railroads.
At Terra Haute the Wabash stands nature, the Jacks will not be forgot- of the standard fill company today
ut seventeen and one-haten. There will be a bull fight, swimfeet and
declared a quarterly dividend of $16
steadily rising. The Ohio at Evans-vlll- e ming races, and a series of regattas i share. The same amount was paid
will pa. the danger point before between sculls, sailing yachts and au- I for the corresponding quarter
last
night.
year.
tomobile boats.

London, Feb.
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17. The
Evening
today the first installment of an autobiography of Arthur Hynes, or Hine, the bigamist
who was sentenced Thursday at Brls-- 1
to! . to seven years penal servitude.
In the autobiography,
which was
written in 1S06, Hynes says: "I gave
the real facts of all my wrong doings."
The testament shows that Hynes'
real name is F. A. Schotx. Among the
aliases he has borne are Weston and
Witzhoff. The headlines to the auto
biography were written
by Hynes
himself and read:
"Witzhoff tells his life story. The
man with 30 names and 32 (married)
wives. Bigamy as a means of livelihood."
In a short preface the writer say
there is no truth In the reports that
he possessed 100 wives. He married
only 32 wotn.n.
In Ills remarkable narrative, Hynes
says he was born In Neufchatel,
In 18(4, and emigrated to
the United States In 1881. He was apprenticed tO .dentistry In Philadel
phia, Afterward be practiced with an
associate. Both were arrested for mal
practice and placad under bonds, of
$5,000 each.
Made Money Easily.
It was the' friend who provided
Schotz' bond who suggested ' marriages as a means of repaying the
w riter.
Scholtz then gives a list of the
women he married and from whom
he secured all the money he could
them, some
and then abandoned
times on the day after the marriage.
When he returned to Europe he. continued to seek fresh wives. The father of one of his Italian wives discovguilt and the
ered his
two fought with daggers. The bigamist was stabbed twice. Afterward he
returned to New York and started
practice on Lexington avenue. Thence
he went to St. Iouls, Wnshli.irton,
Chicago, Detroit, Cincinnati, A.inne-apollMilwaukee and elsewhere, defrauding women whenever he found
n n opportunity.
The most raw- y he
obtained from any of his wive was
from his first wife, who was named
In
Russell, and whom he married
Montreal, in 1SS6. He got 14.000 from
her.

News published
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satis-facto-
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Married Man Denies Many First Assistant Secre
One Hundred Marrlajcs.
taries Are Slated For InBut Boasts of His
creases In
ils
Conquests.
Expenses.

Use Electricity to Perlect System
Fifteen Narrowly Escape Death In
of Molding Coast Defense Guns
Houses Which Were Undermined
' Japanese Work. Smile and
by Water Rivers Are Slowly
Say Nothing-- Is Costing
Receding and Greatest
Millions.
Is Passed.
Pittsburg, Feb. IT. The annual
flood i:i this city and vicinity is slowly
receding and at I o'clock 4bis afternoon the stage of the water was 24
feet above the normal Jt is falling at
of,,an Inch an
the rate of four-tenthour, and by night the water will be
below the danger mark of 22 feet,
while miles of inundated territory will
lie left a sea of mud end debris.
The body of one man was found
floating in the river today and two
others are reported missing.
over 20.000 men are thrown temporarily out of work, and this great
number is experiencing untold Buffering. While it ts impossible to make
anything like a correct estimaU of
statement
damage a. conservative
places the loss at about $'2,0u0,000.
gradare
Transportation facilities
ually assuming normal conditions and
a general cleaning up of the submerged district Is In progress.
l'ittsburg, Feb. 17. Flood victims
are today suffering Intensely, owing
to the cold wesUher, and as many of
them were forced to abandon their
homes without sufllcient clothing to
shelter them from the cold winds
which today sweep the city, all charitable organisation! In the .city ere
working to relieve tho situation. Fooa,
proclothing and shelter have-beebut there are
vided for hundreds
many yet throughout the inundated
districts who are without the necessities of life and some deaths will
probably result from the exposure to
which they have been subject the past
twenty-fou- r
hours.
Reports received from points
this pltv indicate that tho
floods have caused untold sufferingand the damage to property Is wiaeAn estimate Of the lOSSeB OC- unronrl
cusloned by the overflowing rivers
and streams Is Impossible, but tne
damage will be heavy throughout thU
.
section of the state.
Water Is Receding
One man was injured and fifteen
others narrowly escaped being crushed
to Uuath when two brick houses at
No. 22 and No. 24 Pennsylvania avenue collapsed early this morning. The
houses had been weakened by wator,
but the inhabitants refused to leave,
although warned to do so;
The water in the river this morning was twenty-si- x
feet above normal
and Is slowly receding. It Is thought
the greatest danger Is past.
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RELIEVE- - SITUATION

MANY

HIVES

Many Abandon Houses With, French Engineer Says Guns
Have Been Mounted and
out Sufficient Clothing and

fair
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plgnf

NUMUEIJ

s

CHARITABLE
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WISE OLD HETTY GREEN ITALIAN

CAR

STEALS

Swlt-serlan- d,

KEPT

MARCH ON TWO

HER-MONE-

CLOSt

OTHERS

She Saw Trouble Ahead and Leaves Buffalo While Amerl
Converted Her Holdings
can and French Drivers Rest.
Into Cash.
Will Resume Trip Today.
MADE SOME LOANS'
FREEZING WEATHER
BUT REFUSED VANDERBILTS
MAKES BETTER ROADS

son-in-la-

Boston, Feb. 17. Mrs. Hetty Green
gave out an interview here today in
which she said that she had been
called upon by various Interests for
money in the recent panic. She lent
Harry Payne Whitney a million dollars and also helped out the New
York Central, she said, but she refused to lend anything to the Vander-bllteven though they offered her
Jewels as security. Mrs. Green says
that the rich In New York are on the
verge of poverty. Here is what Mrs.
Green bad to say:
"They say that Mrs. Cornelius
is going to marry a Hungarian count. She ought to have a
guardian instead."
Referring to the financial situation
Mrs. Green said: "There was plenty
of signs for at least two years previous to the panic that it was coming.
Some of the solldest men of the street
came to me and wanted to unload all
sorts of things on me, from palatial
residences to motor cars. The New
York Centra quietly negotiated with
me for a big loan. That made me Hit
up and do some thinking, for that
roud is one of the wealthiest in the
world.
"There had been an enormous Inflation of values and when the unloading process began the holders of
the securities found great difficulty In
getting real money from the people.
The stringency was felt by the big
brokeis and manipulators long before
the public had any inference that such
a contingency existed. I saw the hand,
writing on the wall and began quietly
to call in my money, getting into my
hands every available dollar of my
fortune against the day I knew was
corning.
Every real estate deal which
I could possibly close was converted
Into cash. I never buy real estate.
First mortgages are good enough for
me."
s,

Van-derb-

lll

Buffalo, Feb. 17. The Italian car
in the New York to Paris race arrived
in Buffalo this morning and after a
short stop departed for Erie, Pa. Its
occupants were under the Impression
that the two cars preceding It had
continued on their way west.
The American and French cars arrived In this city yesterday afternoon
but on account of the bad condition
of the roads decided to' remain over
night. ''Following the departure of
the Italian car this morning the drivers or the other cars agreed to resume
the Journey today.
After the freezing weather of yes- terd-.iand today It is expected that OKLAHOMA GUARANTEES
the roads will be In better condition,
and the motorists expect to make bet
ter time than they have during the
DEPOSITS AFTER TODAY
past two days, when their speed av
eraged slightly more than four miles
an hour.
Ikuik Bill Wlileli Provides for Pay-incby the Slate When a Ikuik
Falls Becomes a laiw.
CHINESE EDITOR TELLS

s,

Washington, Feb. 17. The legislative, executive and Judicial appropriation bill, reported to the House today carried a total of $32,337,073.
which Is $32,40 more than the appro,

prlation of last year. The number of
salaries provided for Is 14,818, being
an Increase of 27, and 341 less than
the recommendations.
The most important changes made
are In the salaries of the first assistant secretaries of the department o'f
state, treasury, war avy. Interior and
commerce and labor, which are raised
from $4,500 to $6,000, and that of the
second and third assistant postmasters
general, from $4,600 to $5,000, as are
also those of the second and third
assistant secretaries of state. In the
treasury department ail three of the
assistant secretaries are raised to
'.
$8,000 a year.
lint Ouo Limitation
Among the limitations placed on
appropriations by the eommlttee to
one requiring the heads of departments to demote or remove any officer, clerk or employe incapacitated
from performing
the eervlces for
which he was employed, the object
being, to ; eliminate superannuated
clerks end other employee.
Aflber- pi oviso requires the' heads
of the executive departments to submit to Congress detailed statements
of expenses of all officers or employes
traveling on public business, special
agents, inspector, etc., excepted.
-

IlllYAX BANQUET IX INDIANA
Indianapolis, Ind., Feb. 17. Seven
hundred leading Hoosier Democrat
will gather about the banquet board
at the Hotel Claypool tonight when
William Jennings Bryan will be the
guest of the Indiana Democratic club.
It Is expected that Tom Taggart will
occupy a seat of honor at the dinner, a place he refused to accept at
the famous Klrby Risk feast tn Lafayette last December.
EDISON

SAVES WOMAN

FROM SELF DESTRUCTION

TreusnriT of Edison ConviMiiiy Kills,
IHiikMclf- - Wife Attempts to
Follow lilni.
West Orange, N. J., Feb. 17. John
F. Randolph, treasurer of the Edison
Manufacturing company, of which
Thomas A. Edison is tho president,
committed suicide In the cellar of his
residence today by shooting. It is
thought he was temporarily insane as
there is nothing in his business or
family affairs to cause his act.
Thomas A. Edison was the first to
reach the Randolph home after th
suicide and he saved Mrs. Randolph
from killing herself. She became hys17
OklahoOkla.,
Guthrie,
Feb.
terical and went to the second floor
OF EMPIRE'S PLANS
deposits
by
new
ma's
law
which bank
of the house. Kdlsnn followed and
are guaranteed becomes effective to- caught her as iie tried to jump from
day. Under the provisions of the act a window.
Says Army tVUI Drive Europeans each state bank
is required to pay to
I riira Ui Orient
United States
the state banking board & sum equal
REAL REPUBLIC IX PANAMA
lis a Conscience.
to 1 per cent of Its average deposits.
17. Not In recent
Panama,
Whenever this sum is depleted it will years has theFeb.
action of a
by
be
assessment.
Increased
further
San Francisco, Feb. 17. At a meet- official attracted so much attenlug of the Young Men's Christian as- - ) Whenever a bank falls the state bank tion as that of President Amador of
depa
will
forthwith
examiner
the
sociation In the headquarters in this
In declining to accept a
funds Panama
city yesterday, the Rev. Poon Chew, positors from the guarantee
Leading South and Cenby
banking
board.
the
held
These
editor of the Chinese World, told his
tral American newspapers are a unit
payments
on
lien
a
become
the
first
audience that China is raising an
In commending Amador for his dearmy of a million men with the inton- - assets of the defunct bank.
cision and declare that It proves that
required,
not
are
National
banks
tion of driving the European nations
a real republic exists In Panama.
under this law to come under its pro. President
from the Chinese empire.
Amador, In voluntarily revisions,
they
permitted
do
but
are
to
"But the Chinese empire and Its
linquishing ofltce without an appeal
army of a million men will never bo so if they wish under a plan to be to revolution, has cstatblished a prea menace to America," he declared, agreed on between the state banking cedent in
"because, among other things, we board and the controller of the curHEY: LOOK WHO'S COMING
have learned that the United States rency of the United States.
a,
New York, Feb. 17. Mme.
Is the only nation on earth with a
SM'.IJ. JURY STILL OUT.
a well known Russian
conscience."
Ho declared that "China Is destined
Clinton, 111., Feb. 17. After being actress, is now on the way here from
to become the
greatest nation on out since Saturday evening the jury St. Petersburg and will arrive 'n a
in the Snell case, brought to break few days at the head of a company
earth."
the will of Colonel Snell, reported which will present a repertoire of
this morning that it had not yet modern Russian dramas.
PASSENGER TRAIN
reached a verdict. The jurors were
COW II VS TRIPLET CALVE
sent back for further deliberation. It
Mass., Feb. 17
Northampton,
A
Is rumored that eleven Jurors favor
STRUCK SWITCH ENGINE breaking the will on tho ground of cow belonging to Pat Merrig.m of this
Insanity, but the remaining Juror Is place recently gave birth to triplet
calves which will be named after
obstinate.
members of President
Roosevelt'
Buffalo, Feb. 17. 'Five persons!
family.
were Injured, one probably fatally,'
SOUTHERN PAINTi:it DEAIt
when a Michigan Central passenger!
San Antonio, Feb. 17. Harry ArCOT llELIGIOX WONT PAY
train, running at a speed of twenty-fiv- e thur McArdle. who painted "Dawn at
Montrose, Colo., Feb. 17. A novel
miles an hour, crashed Into and the Alamo," "The Battle of San Ja- suit has been instituted here against
telescoped a New York Central yard cinto," and other famous historical John
,
a
ranchman.
engine at Black Rock, late last night. pictures, died last night at his home Shearer recently prominent
"got religion"
James Barry, the engineer of the here, after an illness of only a few has refused to pay a barge liquor and
bill
yard engine, Is Injured Internally and days. He was one of the best know
contracted during his uiiregenerate
will probably die.
painters and' sculptors of the south
d a j.i.
y

ut

Iatin-Amer-le-

Latin-Americ-

a.

Kommls-arzhuffskay-

MORSE IS ARRAIGNED
ON TWO

CHARGES

New York, Feb. 17. Charles W.
Morse, the former banker end pro-

moter, was arraigned today before
Justice Dowling on two charges of
grand larceny and misappropriating
the funds of the Merchants' National
bank.
Through his counsel Morse pleaded
not guilty and
for a postponement of two weeks, with permission to
change his plea of not guilty If he
so desired.
Ilia request was granted in part
and the court fixed the hearing for
next Monday.

Shi-arer-
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FOREST

OFFICE?

President Signs Proclamation

His' Enemies Try to Uso
Hughes to BlocK Taft and
Will Then Go to Cannon.

Increasing National Reserve
Over Half Million Acres.

PRICES

ton.

GO

HIGHER IN

new Kmxieo

ALBUQUERQUE

FRISCO

a Bad Col

Capitol cad Surplus, $100,000

Fifty Cents a Head for Females
and Twenty Cents for Males
Is the Bounty Paid Now.

You want a remedy that will not
only give quick relief but effect a

permanent cure.
San Francisco. Feb. 17. The muiiii.i
New York, Feb. 17. While shrewd
nicipal health authorities today raised
Washington, Feb. 17. The presi
rewill
remedy
want
You
a
that
President
believe that
the bounty on rats to fifty cents a
dent has Just signed a proclamation politicians last
message was a old for
lieve the lungs and keep expectorahead
for females and twenty-fiv- e
creating additions In the Trinity na- Roosevelt's
still
they
nomination,
tion easy.
cents
for males. This records one
tional forest, California, amounting the presidential
If
nominated.
will be
will counwant
You
remedy
a
that
In the war that Is being
step
more
to 350,471 acres. The additions to think that Taft
Roosevelt
should not be named
any tendency toward pneuwaged to exterminate buoonic plague
teract
the forest are contiguous tracts of Taft
outme
appears
be
to
will be. This
In San Francisco.
;
monia.
timber land lying for the most part look
IK
at the present time. A critic of j
counties,
The war began" upon the discovery,
In Humboldt and Trinity
pleaslos
is
remedy
says
went
is
You
a
that
Bryan
that he
J.
shortly
ufter the earthquake In April,
with smaller areas In Shasta and Te- William
DemCougbs,Colds
the
to
make
to
ant and Bale take.
ing no opportunity
i
190(1. that the dread disease of India
hama counties. This new land brings ocratic party an annex to the RooseChamberlain's Cough Remedy
had found foothold In the city. Five
the total area of the Trinity forest up velt administration and rob it
requirements,
and
meets
cents a head was offered for rats In
all
of
these
fit!
to nearly 1.600,000 acres.
eran
make
could
it
ffniTmTTinmrwimtrt
issue on which
the beginning and gradually the bounfor the speedy and permanent cure
Valuable forests of yellow and fective
WHMWM COWCM.
more incen- The
campaign.
HOMMNIM.
ty has been Increased until it reached
I
sugar pine, Incense cedar and a few diary the president s utterances, mc
of bad colds stands without a peer.
womwhi,
its highest figure today.
small stands of redwood Included In louder Bryan cheers. The more aem- SORE THROAT,
Science has demonstrated that buA Severe Cold Quickly Cured by Chamthe additions are estimated to contain agoglc Roosevelt becomes the more
tmnvxi.
bonic plague is a disease for which
more than two and a quarter billion enthusiastic Is Bryan In defense oi
tmrirtamt Contvmm
berlain's Cough Remedy.
rodents alone are responsible. Passed
nil
ail IIWiW
The market the administration.
board feet of timber.
The Democratic
Assistant Surgeon Rupert Rlue of the
value of this timber Is $4,500,000. parly can not follow Bryan and sur- M THROATannLUKGS.
I caught a very severe cold
"Last
winter
United States marine hospital service,
These- - forests have been neglected by
wblcb lingered for weeks," says J.
party. vmii
a
as
Democratic
lve
who Is In charge of the medical forces
lumber Interests up to the present ever of truth there may be in this
of Zephyr, Ontario. "My coug-C&2c:tar!&ln Kei?!c!ea Co.
directing the campaign against the
time because it was more profitable declaration, the fact remains that no
was very dry and harsh. The local deafer
plague, said. In a, recent circular to
to exploit the valuable and more ac- organized opposition to Bryan us the
recommended Chamberlain's Cough Rem-ed- y
Dm
tan. Ul A.
the residents of San Francisco:
cessible redwood forests lying furth- Democratic candidate has as yet been
and guaranteed it, so I gave It a trial.
Pvi, iimmimniiiiiuiiin
"In view of the prevalence of the
Price 2cnl
er wtt.
Ono small bottle of It cured me. I believe
loveloned. but. of course, the first
bubonic plague In San Franclsro and
These stmnds which have been put candidates out seldom reach the goal
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy to be the
the fact of its spread through the
In the Trinity forests constitute some of nomination.
beet I have ever used."
Consequently, Bryan
Heduc4
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The road to a bank is usually the road to prosperity
Not quite all depositors are prosperous, but all prosperous people are bank depositors. At the end of the road to this bank, there is the bank that has the ability and
the disposition to help its customers, and many a man is glad that he'has taken the road.

THERE IS A WARM WELCOME FOR YOU AT
THE END OF THIS ROAD TO THE BANK
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to any other for our
says Mr. I.. J. Woodbury of
Twining. Mich.
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croup, and we take pleasure In recommending It " For sahs by all drug- Hemedy
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LISTEN:

Rip Van Winkle, at the end of ten
years' sleep, dreamed that Bryan fc.d
been suddenly
struck
dumb. II
awoke with a smile but the burst of
oratory that resounded o'er the hills,
caused the customary gloom to de
scend on his spirit, and wrapping his
hoary whiskers about him, he rolled
over for another nap.

A JOKE

"I

figure that an advertisement placed in an
evening paper will be read at least four times as
well as one placed in a morning paper. The
reason is obvious: In the morning people are

Sighs by VnHc ty.
When rogues fall out, reformers
git the glory.
They is always one person you
should not take too seriously that's

Fire Alarm Foraker's Activity
Brought Only a Sweeping
Taft Victory In Ohio.
Washington, D. C, Feb. a". Senator Foraker is a candidate without
being a favorite eon. His fire alarm,
Bounded In Ohio several months ago,
called his followers Into action and a
heap of activity resulted that has ho
Taft has gone
far brought no results.
on with a clean sweep.
As a matter of fact, Foraker's can-

Is

too busy to read at any length. They look over
the headlines, and possibly read the articles that
are of special interest to themthen throw the
paper aside. The day's work is before them,
and must be done. But in the evening the work
of the day is behind them, and they have the
time, and also a greater inclination, to read.
After supper, in easy chair and slippers, they
will take up the evening paper and read it to
the very last line."
These are the sentiments of one of Albuquerque's largest merchants. Think it over and
decide if it is true.

It's easy to figure out thet troubles
a blessln' if ye ain't diagnosln' yur

own case.

A optimist Is a man with the grip
an' a boll on his neck who kin stand
in a draft fifteen minutes waitin' for
central an' then say "thank you"
when she answers "Line's busy."

didacy has not been taken seriously by
My Valentine.
politicians and probably not by him
I met her In a dry goods store,
self. His object seems to be not so
much to get it as to keep Taft from
Standing demurely near the door;
getting it. Taft people were Indirectly invited to compromise the fight,
Her dress and figure debonair.
Foraker to return to the Sen.
Quite took my rye; that one so fair
ate, but they declined to enter Into the
bargain.
Should cross my path on this glad day
Deprived of delegates in Ohio, ForSeemed fraught with portend when I
chiefly
south,
In
hope
the
lies
say
aker's
because of his defense of the colored
battalion at Brownsville, the member
My heart went out, In frenzy fine.
dismissed
of which were summarily
I cried, "Ph, be my valentine!"
from the army by Roosevelt. The ForSENATOR JOS. BEN SOX FORAKER.
loomed
south
In
movement
the
I
aker
dared hot look Into her eyes,
up prominently at the Florida convenI dared not claim my
yearned for
ting over one end is attached to this
tion, from which hie friends emerged
prize.
cup. A lighted match Is applied to
with a contesting delegation to the
national convention at Chicago. It is
the fuse and the robber retires to a t only stared dumbly the while
expected that similar action will be
place of safety. He doesn't need to A clerk came slowly down the aisle.
go very far. The force of the explotaken by hU friends In the other
sion always is directed against the Horrors! He wheeled her toward the
southern states.
most resistance. That's the way nitro.
Foraker ha shown two strikingly
door
glycerin acts. The fuse burns down She was marked,
different sides In his political career.
to- - the concussion cap, which explodes
In his younger days he was the leader
of the young Republicans, who
and produces enough concussion to
"He Knew Uneolix"
explode the nitroglycerin. Orf comes
posed Sherman and his machine.. It
The other day I heard of an old
seemed to be the policy of the Sherthe door.
man who, It was reported, had once
man organisation that unless a man
Inside When the Crash Comes
met President Lincoln, and I thought
had chin whiskers and gray hair he
"The next step is to get Into the an Interview with him would make
wus not ripe for & public, office. Forsteel chest Inside the big door, and a One story for Lincoln's birthday. I
aker and his valiant youngsters had
this Is not so easy. Frequently these hunted up the house and found him
no money nor pa.truiia(c, wu.
j
chests are Inclosed by layer upon at home. He was sitting in a split
vim in plenty, and no end of energy. Buying the Explosive Is
layer of steel plates riveted together, bottomed rocking chair, with a hickThey nominated Foraker rour times
and as there are no cracks to speak of ory cane between his knees, and his
for governor. He was defeated In
So He Makes II
the robber is forced to bore holes in dim blue eyes peered out at me
1883, elected In 18S5 and 1887 and
which to place the explosive. These sharply from beneath shaggy white
defeated again In 1889. The latter
by
Simple Process.
plates frequently have to be removed eyebrows. It was a pleasure to note
In the
was a merciless slaughter.
one at a time. It's a tedious job and these details for I have never read of
hope of eliminating Foraker from pol.
It takes lots of time. But the nitro
a man who knew Lincoln who did
forces kniflticx, the Sherman-Hann- a
"How does an experienced
safe glycerin will overcome all obstatcles not sit ln a split bottomed chair and
ed him almost openly, and he went
Why, a great deal if there is enough time. Some of the peer at one sharply from shaggy
down to crushing defeat, "inis was blower operate?
like any other thief, only he must! more expert cracksmen are so skilled brows.
the end of Foraker," they said.
the use of the explosive they re
"I am a reporter " I began.
r
He was quiet for a couple of years. possess a fairly good knowledge of in
main In a vault without injury while
"Yes," he interrupted,- nodding
'Then he came out as a candidate for explosives, particularly nitroglycerin. tney
open
blow
feebly,
the
safe."
Lincoln
"I
knew
knew
him
He
the Senate against Sherman.
The introduction
of nitroglycerin
Coles county
would have beaten him, too, if Gov- twelve years ago as an agent in safe The "Veggman's "Bowl", of "Soup" quite, well back In old
gone
Sherto
The name "yeggman" is applied to me an' Abe ust to go to Lyceum toernor McKlnley had itt
robbing has revolutionized the busirobbers. It Is supposed to have getheran' once I recollect takln'
man's aid.
ness
made it easy for ordinary safe
had
Its origin in the name of John Abe's girl home for him after he had
Thereafter, Foraker was a strong thievesandwhere
only
most
before
the
Yegg, a gypsy thief who robbed ln brought her there."
factor in Ohio politics until isso, expert robbers
successfully
could
The old man's face was wreathed
England 100 years ago. These "yegg.
when, to promote McKlnley's presi- crack a safe."
in Bmlles and I slipped out my note
language
a
men"
dential ambition, the latter and Hanna
own
have
of
their
This
reply
a
the
'superTl
nkerton
book to take hii picturesque
sen
were obliged to make peace terms intendentis made when
questioned The beggar who is too timid to be
His
feeble voice
with him. Foraker's price was a seat about the methods of safe "trackers." more than a petty larceny thief Is a tences verbatim.
cat. A gay cat is a "yegg's" serv flowed on and on. It was great stuff
in the Senate.
Continuing he said:
ant with no nerve for anything. A and I saw myself sealing ten pages
From that time on Hanna domi"Practically
nowadays
are
all
safes
la the can rusher; a to the American Magazine. Bye and
nated Ohio politics and Foraker ceas- blown by nitroglycerin.
The first "panhandler"
policeman is a "bowl," nitroglycerin bye he nodded over his story. Then
ed to be a serious figure. His forces step, of course, la to obtain the liquid.
in a few years were thoroughly dis- Nitroglycerin cannot be purchased, Is "soup." Everything encountered by he brightened up, and began at the
first again.
Word for word he reorganized.
"yegg" has a particular name.
you know, fl must
distilled from tneThe
"yegg" Is a most careless per peated It, and I was able to get it all
With his election to the Senate For. dynamite. But that beIs easy, though
aker paid less attention to local poll-- ! somewhat dangerous. To extract the son wun explosives. lie carries a down accurately. When he finally
n,1 more to financiering.
nodding over his hick
He in liquid from dynamite
hot water or bottle of nitroglycerin aa carelessly went to sleep,
duced the Legislature wnicn eieciea alcohol is used, the latter when not as he would a bottle of cough medl ory cane, I slipped out of the door.
A large woman was waiting for me
him to pas a franchise law worth In a hurry. If alcohol is used the cine.
ln the hallway.
millions of dollars to the Cincinnati' process of distillation requires about
Traction company. One of his first twenty-fou- r
"I am glad to have you enjoy fathyou to know how much
want
i
quicker
A
hours.
method
acts n the Senate was the Introduc- - fs by the use of hot water, ln which Chamberlain's Salve has done for me, er's reminiscences," she said amiably
Hon of a bill to permit the pooling of the dynamite sticks are kneaded by It has cured my face of a skin dis "but will you turn your notes over
me now and promise to keep this
railroads, and he has uniformly been hand. The nitroglycerin
to the ease of almost twenty years' standing. to
out of the paper or I shall be ob
their friend. In the tight over the bottom of the water. It sinks
as
Is taken out i nave Deen ireaiea Dy several
rate regulation hw he openly opposed with a syringe.
smart physicians as we have In this liged to send your editor a signed
very point that was sought by the
country and they did me no good, Irut statement."
process
only
not
requires
"This
I
president In that connection. Now his great care, but it is exceedingly In- two boxes of this salve has cured me,
"Signed stateWnt of what?"
hostility toward
Roosevelt is being jurious to health. The fumes from
Mrs. Fannie
Griffin, Troy. Ala asked.
directed also toward Taft.
liquid nauseate and stifle the Chamberlain's Salve Is for sale by all - "That father I don't know Jusf
Foraker's striking personality, his the
how to express it Is so forgetful
Is necessary to
a OTUgglSTS.
handler.
wonderful gift of oratory, his ability handkerchiefIt over the face andkeep
about details, you know he is very
go
io
as a lawyer and his magnetism made fresh air every few minute. In two
ifond of reading Ida Tarbell, and
"THE HOLY CITY."
him an ideal leader in his younger hours, by this process, enough nitrocan't you understand?" she finished
days. Thee qualities still give him glycerin is obtatined to blow several
slowly tearing my notes Into small
Thlrtl
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of
Success.
considerable power, but the fact that safes.
I still
bits.
stared uncomprehen
The
advertised engagement of Lu Ingly.
his backing now comes chiefly from
Procctig
or
The
Morey
mowing.
Safe
ella
thoroughly
in Clarence Bennett's
Wnll street haa pretty
did
"If you must have it,
"A robber familiar with he work great play, is worthy of the attention shake hands with Lincolnfather
alienated his popular following. He
his
at
It
excites. Men will ever differ in second Inauguration."
may possibly get enough delegates to can blow a safe ln ten minutes. First
opinions,
slmf-labut truth is acknowledged
r
be a .mall factor In the Chicago con- he Inserts a wedge a chisel or
A peaceful snore was wafted
out
Instrument into the crack aroUTTS even when convictions regret its bril to me from the direction of the split
ventlon, but the common belief U that
uses.
It is difficult to conceive bottom rocker, the door was gently
having failed so utterly in Ohio he the door of the safe, usually selecting liant
will be without Intluence at Chicago, a place In an upper corner of the safe of anything but good coming from c1hw,j ia my face, and
only the
performances
of "The Holy City" "vivid first hand memories of the
Foraker was born in Ohio In 1846, door. With a smart blow the door of
sprung,
hardened
so "that the crack
sinners cannot dispute its great martyr" remained.
enlisted in the war when he was 16 the safe la
Is somewhat enlarged. facts, humble sinners will accept Its
years old and made a fine record. He all around
teuchings,
soap
Is
or
putty the crack
and sanctified saints may
is a graduate of Cornell, began the Then with
nr.'ir'f ir0 rf Iniv in 1SAQ
and WAS filled, all except a little space where gain Instead of losing if they absorb
"Io you believe It's true that this
wedge
play
the
was
the
from the rising of the cur- country has a fascination for some
inserted. At th'is point
elected judge of the superior court
people that after they have lived
a sort of cup is fashioned out of the tain until It closes to view the
's
before he entered state politics.
soap or putty. Into the cup is poured
dramatic
and picturesque here once they cannot be contented
a tablespoonful of the nitroglycerin. story of Jerusalem, its people. Its sor- aw.iy from the mountains and mesas
NOTICK FOK PUBLICATION.
It seeps around the door of the safe, rows and Its Joys. The third season and cactus?" asked the reporter as
Department of the Interior,
United following the enlarged crack.
of this remarkable drama is great in he slipped alongside the old timer at
States Land Office.
the lunch counter.
"A fuse with a concussion rap fit its achievements.
Santa Fe, N. M.. Feb. 8. 1908.
"Sounds sort o' sentimental, don't
Notice is hereby given that the folloit?" answered the old timer, absently
wing-named
emptying the reporter's cream Jug
claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
Unto his own coffee. "Just the same
iroof in support of his claim under
it Min t all fairy tale. I'm one of
tactions 16 and 17 of the act of March
them people myself, I guess, and you
3. 1S91 (26 Stats, 854), as amended
wouldn't ilze me up off han,I as senby the act of February 21,
1893
timental, would you?"
i
(J7 Stats.. 470). and that said proof
acknowledged
with
The
will be made before J. M. Luna. Profervor that he wouldn't.
bate Clerk, at Los
N. M., on
Rheumatism conu-- from an excess of uric acid in the Mk1. This aeM
"It was a good many years before
March 17. 190S. viz: Mariana Chavez circulating through the system acts as an irritant to the different muscles, your bright and shining light had
de Otero, for the Small Holding Tract nerves, bones ami tissues of tiie Ixwly, anl produces the
the Journalistic horizon that
intlatnmation and blazened
No. 2547, In Sec. S6, Township 7 N., svvcWirir of
I made my first trip Into New
Mexand
sharp,
disjoints
cutting
the
the
pains
characteristic
of
the
Range 2 E.
ico. I hail beeM In business back In
ease.
When
blood
overburdened
with
is
the
acid
grows
it
uric
continually
He names the following witnesses
St. Louis with a partner,
and the
Then Rheuma- doctor
to prove his continuous adverse pos- weaker and mote acrid, ami poorer in nourishing finalities.
sent him out here for his
tism
becomes
chronic,
and not only a painful, but a formidable and danger- health. He gut as strong and will
session of Ud tract for twenty years
rex: preceding the survey of the ous disa.se. Sometimes the heart is attacked, the genrral health is affected, as ever ln a little while, but he
and tne o;!s and fluids which lubricate the muscles and joints are destroyed wouldn't come back. I needed him
township, vis:
by the acrid matter which the blood i constantly depositing in thtm ; the bad 1n the business, but nothing I
Kstanlla.la O'ero. Gulllermo Oro-r.Aniceto Ara?on y Garrla, Ber- muscles s!:rink and loe their elasticity, the cuating of the joints becomes could do would Induce him to leave.
nardino Sedillo, all of Peralta, N. M. hard and thick, and often the sufferer is left a
cripple. S. S. S. Finally ho landed down In Socorro
Any person who desires to protest attacks the disease at its Lead, goes down into the circulation, and by neutral- county on a goat ranch seventy miles
ug.tlnst the allowance of said proof,
izing and removing the uric acid from the from the railroad, and thera he
or who knows of any substantial reacirculation
and building up the thin, acrid stuck.
son uri ier the laws and rejulatlons of
"One day I got a letter from lilm
blood,
Rhemu.it ism permanently, inviting
cures
the Interior Department why such
me to visit him and I went
S.
sour,
)
changes
iv i.
the
blood
proof should no' bo allowed will be
not for an outing, but for the purto a rich, healthy stream which quiets the pose of bringing him back to his
given an opportunity at the
excited nerves, eases the throbbing, painful place In our office. He met me. a
time and place to
VEGETABLE
muscles and joints, and filters out of the Magdalena with a huckboard and a
the witnesses of said claim-nu- t, PURELY
and to offer evidence ln rebuttal
svsteni the irritating matter which is causing team of ponies. For two days we
of th.at submitted by claimant.
the pain
infiamnir.t:o:i.
the use of S. S. S row and get the cause toiled through an endless succession
MANUEL, K. OTERO.
out of j.mr h! i so ti nt t! e cold and dampness of Winter will not keep you of cactus studded sand dunes. The
Register.
in coti.slaiit jj.ou uud uiiaerc
Ikiok oil Uheiiniatiou nr. I anv medical advice wind and the blinding glare of the
blistered my face, and the second
ga. sun
Tnr svvif specific
Subscribe tor The Cittseo,
day my eye. were swollen nearly
t '.7 II-
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CKCCCTCKC00
shut. When we reached his ranch I
was too ill to eat or sleep. Never
THE
since the days of my childhood had
I been so homesick for the comforts
of city life. He did the cooking for
himself ,nd the half doxen hands
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
and it was vile. Not a taste of fresh
vegetable", fruit or meat everything
LciRlisr, Glass, Cemsnt and Rax Fliatkcts Roofiai
dried or ln cans. It set my teeth on
edgfe To watch them eat.
"I was not in a holiday mood and
Altroqttcrqtte, New Mexico
and Marqttette
planned to make my overtures to
him and get away as soon as possible. But something, perhaps a desire to study out for myself the psychological phenomena of, the thing,
kept me from mentioning the real
J. V. Eakln, President
Chas.M!lni, Secretary
purpose of my visit until the days
Q. dloml, Vic President.
O. Baohechl, Treasurer.
by,
had slipped
and I had been on
the ranch a week He furnished me
a corduroy riding suit and a sombrero and I took long rides with him
Successors t
among the hills. Several mornings
we watched the sunrise over the eastMEUXI A EAKIV, and BACHECHI Sk GIOMJ
ern divide, one hundred miles away,
WMOLMBALM BKALMmm IN
beyond the Itlo Orande, and often In
hogon
we
the evening
the
rode out
back to see the sun set over the
Ulack Range. And it was magnifiW I00P mfrytblng la
cent! I had never seen anything like
trntflt tht
It elsewhere.
And ln the evening we
fattldloat bar oatplta
along
side the
would sit and smoke
Have ban appointed exclusive agents la the Southwest for Joe. 8.
adobe kitchen and listen to his herdSchtits. Wm. IeniD and 8k Louis A. li. CL Breweries: YellMXmA.
some
ers crooning In their soft patios
tireen River, W. II. Me Braver 's CVdar Brook, Ixmls Hunter, T. J
Monarcli, and other brand- - of whtukiea too numerous to mention.
simple Spanish air to the chords of
.
a guitar.
WE ARE' 'OT C0WPOXttEIV8
'"One day I rode out in the hills'
But sell the straight artick 4 received from, ' the best Wineries
alone.
The warm sunwhlne,
the
.Distilleries and Breweries In the United States. Call and Inspect
cloudless sky, the exhileratlng air of
our Stock and prices, or rite for Illustrated Catalogue and Price
the high altitude and the vast picture
Ust. Iskued to dealers only.
of shimmering mountain and plain
seemed to bouy my spirits With a
mysterious Intoxication. I sat for a
long time drinking In the subtle sen- ncoeocMpOcoeoeoeoeoeoeoeo
oeooeooeoeoeoeoftocoeofto
sation. My blood, cleansed by exercise and the open air, seemed to leap
through my veins with new life. The
physical Joy of living, the fascination
of the open, which every healthy man
knows, was strong upon me.
"Suddenly I seemed to realize to
what my mood was leading. I looked
back across the hills to the little
ranch house and the goat corrals, and
a longing such as I had never known
before seemed to grip my very being.
Those modest ranch quarters, which
I had characterized as a smear on the
face of nature, seemed suddenly
I could
I was contended
glorified.
sljy here forever.
"I came away the next day. He
brought me Into Magdalona, but he
brought a different man than he had
taken out. The sand dunes and the
cactus seemed to beckon to me like
devilish orgies, and I knew when 1
hoarded the train that I had left my
peace of mind back there in the hills.
Ito you think I mentioned coming momo909090mo9om909cmo90mo9omo90909omomo909omomomo
back" to him! I tried to, but I simply
couldn't. I knew he wouldn't come cmcmcmcmomomomooomomomcmo
m omomomomcmcmomcmomcmcmc)
and I knt-- why."
"
reporter.
"OLD RELIABLE."
ESTABLISHED 1172.
prompted the
"Aud
"That's all, except that I sold out
and
the business and came back
three days is the longest I've ever
been eat at one time since. You can
figure it out for yourself."

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
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Consolidated Liquor Company

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
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First National
Bank
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

United States
Depository

Capital and
Surplus

$250,000

L. B, PUTNEY

If you have Catarrh, rid yourself
of this repulsive disease. Ask Dr.
Shoop of Racine, Wis., to mall you
free, a trial box of his Dr. Shoop's
Catarrh Remedy. A simple, single
test, will surely tell you a Catarrh
truth well worth your knowing. Write
to. lay. Don't suffer longer. All dealers.

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Lixcluslve Stock of Staple Groceries
the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

o

Our shirt and collar work Is perOur 1IO.MKSTIC FINISH" Is
the proper thing. We lead others
fect.

follow.
IMPKRIAL)

LiACNDRY

Id

RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

KJ00OexC"XjeOeX3C

CO.

o

Bert Barber, of Elton, Wis., says:
"I have only taken four doses of
your Kidney and Bladder Pills and
they have done for me more than
any other medicine hae ever done.
Mr. Barber refers to DsWKt's Kidney
and Bladder Pills. They are sold by
J. II. O'RIelly Co.
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THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN FOR A VACATION AND REST
W. S. STRICKLER

WILLIAM F. BROGAN

PRESIDENT

MANAGING EDITOR

One yrr by mall In advance
One month by mall
One month by currier within city limit
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$5.00
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S, 1879.
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MEETING OF TIIE TERRITORIAL REPFBIJCAN CENTRAL
ttXUMITTEE.
A tneetlng of the members of the Republican Territorial Central X
Committee of the Territory of New Mexico, is hereby called, to be a"
fceld at the Commercial club at Albuquerque at 10 o'clock a. m., on It
the 18th day of February, A. D. 1908, for the purpose of designating; If
the time and place for the holding of a territorial convention, which ' if
convention will be held for the purpose of selecting delegates to rep- - if
resent the territory of New Mexico at the next national republican
convention, which has been called to meet at Chicago during the
month of June next for the purpose of naming a candidate for prest- dent and for vice president of the United States; and said meeting of If
the territorial central committee Is called for the purpose, alo, of if
transacting Buch other business as may be properly brought up at said if
meeting. The apportionment and method of selecting delegates from
each of the various counties will be arranged and provided at raid If
V
meeting.
A full attendance and every member of the committee is request- - if
ed to be present.
Proxiee will be recognized when held by persons V
residing In the same county Vhereln "the member giving such proxy
resides.
H. O. BURSUM.
if
Chairman.
-
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While in no sense political

In Its

nature, the work done by the governor,

the delegate, the Republican national committeeman, thp Republican territorial chairman and a delegation of New Mexicans in Washington as told
Jh The Citizen Saturday evening. Is certainly oomewhat of a body blow to a
few kickers who have repeatedly asserted that the territory was going to the
everlasting
about s fast as It could go and that the only way to
nave the situation was to let these profesional kickers run the show.
'
Hut laying all else aside and viewing the matter on JU merits, the delegation which has spent the last month In Washington has done more for New
Mexico in real, apparent result than any body of men New Mexico has, ever
had together.
Prominent In the list of things accomplished is the fact that statehood
is assured to this territory at the hands of the present congress beyond all
bow-wo-

(

This alone is worth all else combined because with the
reasonable doubt.
advent of statehood. New Mexico, will really begin to live to develop and to
attract the countless thousands of people necessary to' occupy the tillable
,'
lands and open the Industrial field Jin tha southwest.
The harm that was done New Mexico and New Mexico enterprises by
the unwarranted publicity given to a few land cases filed upon mere technicalities, wan undone by the New Mexicans as far as such sorry advertising can
officials were called Into conference and
te undone, when the government
the affairs promptly and quietly settled by a compromise measure which
will prevent such misunderstandings of the spirit of the law In the future- as
well as In the present Instances.
The New Mexicans also succeeded In curtailing the million and a half
acre extension of the Navajo reservation In San Juan, which would have been
a rank Injustice to the people "f that community.
Likewise thousands upon thousands of acres of land will be returned to
this public domain from the forest reserve extensions, as
result of a compromise arrangement made by these New Mexicans with the forestry
action was secured to ratify the action of the lust legislature,
as a result of which a bond issue will bring over $125,000 to the assistance
But of prime
of the leading educational institutions of the territory.
was the fact that New Mexico, by her representative men who went
to Washington at their own expense, has received more recognition and more
It Is the
of the right kind of advertising than at any tlmo In her history.
first time, perhaps, thai Washington really learned the sort of people ffiio
rere asking admission to the union.
There was riot a man ln the party who
did not go to Washington to boost and the work that was accomplished was
purely the result of the personal Influence and public spirit of the men In
organization.
that delegation and of the Republican administration and
The dele-sat- e
Oreat work was accomplished for the Irrigation congress.
has introduced a, bill providing $25,000 for the expenses of the congress.
The New Mexicans say the bill will quite likely pass and If It does, the direct
to New Mexico and Albuquerque in particular are great.
benefits
'
The New Mexicans secured the promise of a dozen or more high officials
exhibits from
that they would attend the Irrigation congress; they secured
no irrigation conail the .departments and dozens of concessions, such as any
of the- states
gress has ever had. It is doubtful if a delegation from
oould have accomplished more than did the governor and his party from New
These are but a few of the things this delegation accomplished.
Mexico.
s
never was and never will, while
New Mexico is not going to the
such a SDirit Is shown among the men who are at the head of her affairs.
The governor, the delegate and the delegation of public spirited citizens
praise for what they have accomplished and esare deserving of the utmost
They are the
way In which they set about it.
pecially for the business-lik- e
kind of men needed most by a territory and even more so by a in state.
officials-Favorabl-

e

-

bow-wow-

w-

the
Kansas City Star: Various suggestions have been made for Increasing
more attracvice presidents authority and Influence so as to make the office
But obviously the chief
One of these was to give him a Cabinet seat.
tive.
influence a Cabinet officer acquires is due to his close relationship with the
president, who choose him. An outsider thrust on the chief executive would
office,
count for little. The truth is thit the vice presidency is a superfluousoutcome
The
and ought to be abolished by constitutional amendment.
would be far inure llkelv to prove satisfactory if the presiential office should
of
devolve on Cabinet members in turn, rather than upon the representative
a minority faction chosen for political reasons in the heat of the convention
to placate disgruntled leaders.
Senator Tillman says Mr. Rockefeller didn't boast of hisnomillions atsen-all
We have
idea the
during the recent conversation on a Pullman car.
air on the Chautauqua circuits,
ator mentioned the great possibilities In hot"shop"
when they meet in casual
do not talk
Naturally, gent
either.
conversation.
"Tinand lawbreaker who
to rest by three brothers, each of whom
comments tin Sav iniiah News. In the
e
quality of existence
strenuous:)'
t;

cat-lik-

"Seel eta ry T.tft is

a big

man

in

was murdered by his win was laid
had died violent deaths." gravely
face of that, w ho can doubt the
in lireathi't county, K ) ?

every

.

w

ay.

He has a big mind, a big

Indeed, the secreheart, and a big policy." says the Baltimore American.
tary might not lie altogetber blamed for basing a light attack of big bead
just alsiut now.
An Iowa editor undertakes to prove tint Isnigfellou stole "Hiawatha."
Another Iowa Idea destined to short life; though it does sei ve to impress the
truth that ill the freaks are no longer located in Kansas.

'ongress is disposed to provide for two battleships only.
of the administration siiou d manage to conceal a battleship
bill liii.l lotnes Up.
about tile next g.irden-stv-

Some friend

BIG

GIRLS'

BASKETBALL

WANTS GAME

CITY

Louis

TRADING

THIS CITY

Orbach. manager of the
girls' basketball
team, has written The Citizen that he
desires to arrange a game In Albu
querque when he takes the team on a
trip to the Pacific coast. He wants
to correspond with managers of teams
here. Concerning his team and the
trip It will make the .St. Louis Tlmes- Chronlcle says:
C. Orbach. former McKlnlev
High athletic manager, In planning
one of the longest trips that any In
tercollegiate team has ever contem
plated. That It Is the most ambitious BACHELOR
of any school Is undisputed. The re
JnarKabie feature, however, of Or- Is

that

taken by a basketball quintet com
Of course
there have been feminine basketeers
that have traveled before, but none
has ever attempted a Journey of the
magnitude of Orbach's trip to the
coast.
;
The tour will commence the latter
part nf September and wind up early
In .November, the team being on the
road about thirty or forty days,
Twelve states will" he visited, includ
ing Arkansas. Oklahoma. Texas, Arizona, California, Nevada. I'tah. Colorado, Nebraska. Iowa,
Illinois and
probably Kansas and New Mexico.
Two chaperones yet to be c.olected
will aeeompnny the players to the
coast. A finnnc.lal secretary will also
make the trip.
(.
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telephone makes the
duties lighter, the cares leas
and the worries fewer.
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The
telephone
preserves
your health, prolongs your life
and protects your home.

NEED A TELEPHONE

IN TOUR HOME.
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The

Shoe Co.

Simpier-CIar- k

NEXT DOOR TO POSTOFFICE

HAVE AN UP TO DATE STOCK OF
SHOES : NONE BETTER IN THE CITY

ALL KINDS

ALL PRICES

TRY THEM
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The MONTEZUMA GROCERY Co.
COPPER A NO THIRD
Complete Line of Groceries. Direct Importers of Italian
Goods, Lucca Olive Oil, Macaroni, Ktc.

23

What Tlicy
liall

The Montezuma Saloon

There Is no longer any doubt about
Mbumiernue fans getting a squint at
at least a part of Comlskey s great
White Sox ball players when they
make their western tour this spring.
The sporting editor of The Citizen is
In receipt of a prospec tus of the pro
posed western trip sent out by John
ebastian, passenger traffic manager
or the ltock Island railroad, which
will carry the White Sox to the coast.
There will oe thirty players on the
special train when it leaves Chicago
Many of them will be
February
accompanied by their wives. There
will also be u large aggregation of
fans on the train. Arriving jit Ios
Angeles March 3, the players will rest
until the nth. when they will be divided Into two squads to be known
as teams No. 1 and No. 2. Pates have
been urrangi'.l for botli teams on the
return trip east. Uoth teams will play
111
the larger coast cities. Team No.
will return by the southern route,
playing fir-s- t at New Orleans. Team
No. 2 is the team that will play at
F.l Paso and here.
March 21 and 22
will be spent at F.l Paso and March
23 Is the date set for Albuquerque.
They will arrive In the morning at
6:31) ami remain until T:li In the
evening. During the afternoon they
will play ball with a team of local

Fine Imported and Domestic Wines and Liquors. Family
Trade Solicited. Phone Orders Promptly Filled.

LORENZO QRAEPtaopT-
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PHONE 1029

2T)sr)SOsCOsK500Os
5

THEN UP

TOWTJ. STOP AT

THE BAR OF COMMERCE
Largest and Oldest Place in the City.
Finest Domestic and Imported

LIQUORS AND CIGARS
ramily Trade Solicited.

Telephone J036, and
Goods will be Delivered at once

1

'

Cor. 3rd and Marquette

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

GrvtilONt
Kiu-tli-

GO.

Convenience - Comfort - Security

SOX WILL BE

I'lujcr on

kinds of floor coverings at the
W(Prices the
presume that yon nave made Futreile Furniture Co.
your arrangements to attend the lowest; ti t the highest. I'.isli inI
is
only
a
Texas,
k
Not
Mr. ttnoii
but Mr. I'.arli.
audi. lite tor nftli e ill
Sloicf In the Klks' hill Thursday payments. Futreile Furniture ".
Uepu hlir.ni attention is calied to tin- fact that evening. Feb. 20, if not do so now.
lias annotiooed In Louisiana,
Wpresume you have mad,- your
they at.- both liemoi iuts.
limit, ai raiigem. tits to attend the Soiree in
Wanted To loan, ov'iily-flv- e
the Flks' h ill Thursday evening, Fed.
haml 175.000. 0(1) dollars on first-cla'I'lie Atlanti lieorgian says there Is "no such person im the peach-cro- p
A. i'li, if not do so now.
city rcwl estate M'curlty.
At least, he is quite as mythical ax tin- man who steals all Die timliar."
Miinwjii, 215 W. iolI uveniie.
bre i las.
Vse
Witt's F.arTy Risers, pitas-alittle pills. They are easy to
1IOM1-- : MtF
I'KK'S
CAN
OIKS.
Tile wise mju Isn't the one who is always tclllnfc you about It.
L.ssers.
take. Sold by 3. H O'ltlelly Co.
'IMI.TOVK iMii u sroiu:.
appropriation

Retail

To figure on that bill of lumber.'
Our lumber comes from our own
mills located In the best body of
timber in New Mexico.
A large stock of dry spruce
dimension on hand. Why not buy
the best when it Is Just aa cheap?
It will pay you to look fnto this.

or

Cuu lfci to

Ti

siockei

mnd

go.

GIVE US A CHANCE

Isiuis (iumbiuer was 24 years old
yesterday and he celebrated the event
by entertaining twenty-fou- r
bachelor
friends at his home at the C. A.
Hawks' residence on North F.ighth
Mr. tiumblner was assisted
street.
In entertaining
by Mr. and
Mrs.
Hawks and Miss Sallle Rosenthal.
The entertainment was very much
like a musical comedy of a prologue
and two acts, breezy and brilliant,
tapering off with a banquet of Coney
Island sausages and choice Ice box
viands, washed down wilh lager beer.
Sparkling toasts bubbled eft'erscent- with the nuaftlng of the brew.
The guests .arrived ut 8:30 with the
exception of a few stragglers who
came In later.
There was music, vocal and Instru
mental, classical and otherwise.
At the hour of twelve the feed was
Hitioiinced.
had
The incandescents
been turned out and the guests found
their places around a long table by
the- light of twenty-fou- r
tiny candles
on each plate, protruding from the
nd of boxes in which were twenty- three more tallow tapers.
Keep your lights trimmed
and
r.
burning," said Thus. Kellehe-rThe food was passed, the
silver vessels
viands" in steaming
nid the cheese on ice cold plates. An
oyster cocktail called for many chasers. Kvery guest gave i toust. Chan-celJulius Staab had the subject of
the "Golden West and the Irrigation
Congress," and everybody Irrigated.
Jack Klmm was given the rather
subject of "Chorus Girls."
In fact there were tousts and roasts
imj then more toasts. Mr. Kurz- mau whistled like a canary liird.
here was more music and then tha
curtain fvll.
Those present were Messrs. Benson
Newell. Julius Staab, Hen and Walter
afT.i. Tlios. Danahy, Thus. Kelieher,
A. I!ml, Mac MeMahan, Walter
Weinman, Jack Kinim, Joe Oppen- heimer, J. Goodman, Frank Kurz- man, K. V. Laitnlol!!, Ney Martin, nr.
It. M. Van Sant and Harry Hoffman.
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s and feeders $2.701 4.7"..
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Chicago, Feb. 17 Cattle receipts,
3s,nii0. Market weak to liblower,
..v, r(( ti.nd; cow s and hellers
Beeves
$

I'm- -

l
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CUh-ngt

PARTY

'iipulai- - Young Man
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HeWiit's Curhollzel

7e.

Mc-ta-

!

Wholosat

.

l
New York
Market.
New York, Feb. 17.
Leud quiet.
$$.li&Cfl 3.75; lake copper weak,
ti 13; silver :t) Vc.
At the .Metal Exchange today all
grades of copper were reduced from
U to
cent per pound.

'

Mcintosh hardware

posed exc lusively of ladies.

St. Ismis Wool Market.
St. Louis, Feb. 17. Wool steady:
ami western mediums 21 W
i'Hc; tine mediums IMIiS'lc; fine 13ir

CORRECTION.
Last Saturday's issue of The Citizen
contained a statement to the (effect
that the ftenham
Indian Trading
company has begun the removal of
their stock to 115 West Central nve- nue. This Is Incorrect; it Is the Ben
nett Curio store, and not the Beu-hathat Is making the- change.
The Henham company, or John
Lee Clark. Inc.. as the firm
name
will read In the future, is Just entering upon a campaign of progression
ami aggres&lon such as has never
been pursued by the company be-- 1
fore.
In the very near future
Mr.
Clark expects to open a branch housu
asn., irom wnicn ine
in neauie.
company s prouuets ana mercnauuise
will be placed on the northwestern
market In wholesale lots. Two sales- men are now on the rosd and cover
all the larger cities of the I'nlted
States.
An Important branch nf the bust- ness anil the one that probably gives
promise of the greatest future devel-j- c
opulent, is the manufacture of arts
and crafts leather goods. This de- partment Is under the dins tion of
Mrs. K. A. Notliomb, an artist of long
experience In Chicago line arts stu- dlos. That this leather is absolutely
second to none Is attested by the fact
a contract w as recently closed
with tile .Marshal Field store of Chi- cago whereby they agreed to handle
the Beuham arts and crafts leather
exclusively. The foreign demand for
the goods has been so great tli.it Sir.
I'latk his lleeli abb' to place but a
very limited amount on
ie locally,
the manufacturing department ling
lly
inu.a
con
to
till
rushed
the large
wholesale orders. Larger quarters
are s
tii be provided for this department, when with a greater force
of workmen, it Is hoped the demand,
both foreign and local, may be adequately supplied.

Quality the Best

Write for Prices and Descriptive Catalogues.

it will be under-

CO. NOT TO MOVE territory
A

Prices the Lowest

Io

buchs trip

Walkint?'

repairs for our line or goods.

"All .Star"

ct lit.

INDIAN

call your attention to our large line of

and Sulky Plows, Scotch, Steel and Disc Harrows, Cultivators: Hav
Presses, the Improved Buckeyo Mower the strongest
most
satisfactory mower on the market at the present time, and
especially
adapted for Alfalla Fields. Studebaker VV agons .the only kind,
worth buying or having. REFAIRS: We cany a complete
stock of

C.

Isu!s

M.

.

he-re-

DEALERS: We especially desire to

TEAM

I'mHfle Const.

About UN Trip.

Major B. Ruppe, president of the
territorial board of pharmacy, who
returned to the city l ist night from
attending to official business in east
ern New
says that of all the
towns he visited, and he stopped at
every town t)n the Eastern 'Railway
of New Mexico and on the Rock Is
land north of Torrance to Tucumcarl.
Clovls has the best opportunities to
make a city.
According to Mr. Ruppe, clovls
now has a population of 1.600 people
and is growing like a mushroom.
The Santa Fe has built an eighteen
stall round house there and has under construction
a large Harvey
house a'nd other Improvements. The
townsite title is unquestionable, and
the surrounding country Is settled
with farmers for thirty miles in
every direction. Land is almost us
high as In Kansas und the older agricultural states. A quarter section
of proved up land one mile from
Clovls sold the other day for $15,000
cash.
Mr. Ruppe delivered an address
before a meeting of 1.U00 people who
nad gat
for a public demonstration there a few days ago. He says
that the people of Clovls have the
Albuquerque spirit when it comes to
boosting. They have built some fine
school buildings by public subscription and are raising money to build
more.
The people of Clovls are
looking forward to the proposed
visit of the Albuquerque business
men's trade excursion with a great
deal of pleasure. A warm reception
awaits the Albuquerque boosters at
lovls as well as at every other place
along the line of the New Mexico
Eastern.
In his offlelal capacity Mr. Ruppe
ound on his trip six druggists and
three physicians who were violating
the territorial statutes governing the
professions.

IN

Implements

Largest and Mot Complete Line Ever bown in This City

-All ,snir" Aggregation Will
Ml Albuquerque on Trip to

St.

.Major Khm Returns From Visit In
EiiKtcm New Mcxl-ami Tells

BENHAM

Farming

Hopping

O0000000000wOwOw

OPPORTUNITY

TO MAKE

20 per cent, discount for
cash on alt fine goods

BUY NOW

321 SOUTH SECOND

N. M.

CALL

9

Selkirk Wilton Rug,

9x1 2, in our stock, $40 cash

REPAIRS
FINE NL W STOCK

12th and Mountain Road

CLOVIS

aT

Any

SALE OR RfcNT

Hargcr & Sampson

TIIE NEWS FIRST."
"STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"
"AVE GET

BLOCK

c

w

Barred Plymouth Rocks
Wyckoff's Strain Bred to Lay
Single Comb White Leghorns

The leading Republican ilnily and weekly newspaper of the Sontliwewt.
The advocate of Ilrpublicnn principles and the "Square

.

n
oiuycies

Eggs for Hatching

mono

Furniture, Crockery. Runs

with the privations cut out.
There you can rest, read, walk, ride, drive,
shoot, fish, trap, or Just simply lonf, and no one will bother you.
They
have everything you could need on such an outing, from cattle and
to easy chairs, and all at your disposal.
Most picturesque scenery,
beautiful roads and paths, pear or squirrels, as you prefer; good horses, tents,
cabins or houses, fine board and last and best of all, a Jolly good crowd
ladies and gentlemen.
AND YOU CAN'T SPKNI .MORE THAN NINE POMYUtS A WEEK.
For further particulars, call at The Citizen office, or address Valley
Ranch, Pecos, N. M.

00

matter at

i

wrond-claw-

Act of Congress of

No difference what has brought ou to New Mexicohealth, recreation,
port or observation you will like The Valley Ranch, at Pecos, N. M. Everybody does, and the reasons Is obvious.
There you find typical ranch life
rs

8CI1SC1UPTION RATES

F. H. S TR ONG

STRONG
BLOtiK

PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY
By the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico.

momiav, tMinrAnT ir. lints.

THE LARGEST AND BEST POOL HALL IN TOWN
All New Tables, and First Class Treatment
X

J

CRAD1 & GIANNINI, Props.
109 South First Street

4

MoMY.,i f'jiitr.r.v

-

;

'EVENING

ALBUQUEKQCE

IT. '."Kit.

EVERYONE

REAONS WHY
YOU SHOULD PATRONIZE THE

NIGHT

Of New Mexico and Arizona

Letters From All Parts of Unit-c- Unless One Hundred Names
Are on the List. Trade ExStates Offer Aid and
Show Interest.
cursion Will be Failure.

pro-

d

mote local enterprises.
It wrote more business the first year than was expected.
It has paid all of its obligations.
It is an Old Line Legjal Reserve Company.
It writes the standard policies established by the Laws of
New York, the most exacting ever enacted.

A

visit

litigation

to the headquai teis of t lie
congress Hills the office

f"rv engaged

Sec'y a.ni Gen. Mgr.

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

Letters from all parts of the I'uited
Sines are being received dally; a few
or these will illustrate how
widespread and far reaching is the

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

ln-le- rt

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE

At Consistent

Prices

and the whole subject

of comment

all over the town. The Crystal theALBUQUERQUE HUNTERS ater
has been packed every afternoon

t

ORGANIZE

GUN

CLUB
Will Establish Lakes and Club

House Near Pajarlto-Ele- ct
Officers for Coming Year..
A shooting

and evening since their first presentation here last Thursday afternoon,
and-noIt Is said that the w hole surrounding community is Just commencing to awaken to them. Fully
700 or 800 people were turned away
la.st night. It is estimated. Police will
be used the remaining performances
of the engagement to facilitate the
handling of the crowds and getting of
people In after they have secured
their tickets at the ticket office.
One performance la given tonight
at 8:15, doors open at 7:45. An espe-ellabile' matinee tomorrow afternoon at ten and twenty cents, starting
o'clock, and the final performance tomorrow evening. No raise will
be made In prlcesv. although It Is generally conceded that' two 'performances ft day for another week could
not hold the people who wish to see
these pictures.
al

park with

lakM for
ducks and a club houe within easy
driving distance Troin the city la the
ambition of the Albuquerque Gun club
which was organized yesterday afternoon at a meeting of a dor.en sporting
men In the office of V. A. Hubbell.
The organization was completed with
the election of the following officers:
President, M. W. Flournoy, of the
First National bank.
Vice president, Fmnk Ralph, contractor plasterer.
Secretary, Attorney Frank Acker-maof Grant building.
Treasurer, Harry Johnnon, proprietor of sporting goods house.
Besides the election of the above
officers the meeting appointed a committee of the following men to employ an engineer and visit some lakes
on the ranch of F. A. Hubbell, west
of the Hlo Grande, near Pajarlto, with
a view to building a dam to make
duck ponds. On this committee are
J. U LaDriere, F. A. Hubbell, Frank
Quler and Harry Johnson. J. R. Far-we- ll
was employed as engineer. The
committee and Mr. Farwell went ' to
see the lakes today.
Plans for the shooting boxes and a
club house were fully discussed. The
lakes will be provided first. A lease
will be taken on 100 acres of lan.l
owned by F. A. Hubbell on which Is
located a chain of shallow lakes. It
la the purpose of the committee to
jt the lower end of this
build a
chain that will hold the water once
the lakes are filled. The lakes are
fed from Irrigation ditches and there
Is shallow water In them now. It Is
believed that a dam built at the lower end will keep them perpetually
filled with water.
Itlce will be sown alone the shores,
furnishing fine shelter for WHter fowl.
The grounds will be protected from
indiscriminate hunl'.ng The club will
have rules and the membership will
be limited to thirty members. Members will not be permitted to kl'l more
than a limited number of birds a day.
The- - game will be protected In this
way so that it will be encouraged to
stay? Hllnds will be built along the
lakes.
The lakes will also be stocked with
game fish. The sowing of rice and
the Blocking of the lakes with fish
will be done at once and the club
house will be built later.
It Is the purpose of the club to provide a place where Its members can
get a little wholesome eport at a moderate cost. The scheme has been successful In many other places and there
Is no reason why the Albuquerque
Hun club should not fare likewise.

ati

RECEPTION FOR

HOLD
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W. II. Manns, of the Chicago As-- ;
socinilon of Commerce, In a letter to
Col. Twltchell. says; "The nssoqlatioiv
desires to thank you for" literature
relative to the Sixteenth National Irrigation congress and hrtrstatg inlately received.
dustrial exposition
Everything that Is of interest ' to the
Mississippi
valley and
the UnltetJ
States has the sympathy of Chicago,
for we believe that as the
nation
grow and prospers our city will be
benefited to the extent to which It
If there
offers its
any service I can render you or your
ooard will you kindly advise me.'
W. W. Wood of Baltimore, industrial agent of the Baltimore & Ohio
Railway company, says: "We are
with you In
anxious to
spreading the doctrine of irrigation,
conservation and above all so far as
we are concerned, drainage. Let us
know what we can do ln the way of
publicity."
Ira 11. Shoemake of Albany, N. Y.,
agent of the Delaware & Hudson
company. ays: "I expect to attend
the next session of the congress. 1
have taken a great deal of interest In
the subject and shall be very glad
indeed if you will send us such lilera
ture as your board Is Issuing."
M. Schulter, Industrial commissioner of the St. Louis and San Francisco Railway comiwny, at
St. Iuls.
Mo., says: "The writer has had the
pleasure of attending several meetings of the congress. El Paso, Portland and Boise City, and I expect to
attend the session at Albuquerque.
Please send me such advertising literature covering localities in
as you may have for distribution."
The Missouri Pacific Hallway com.
1'H.ty
c.. much Interested in the
.longri-s.-D. E. King, industiial
.it St. Louis, says: "1 see
oy the puss that the board of con-lifor tlie Sixteenth National Irrigation congress is already at work
arranging for the congress that meets
in your territory next fall.
As you
are diwart', our Colorado line traverses coiiside: able semi-ari- d
territory
in western Kansas and eastern Colorado, all of which will some day he
cultivated. Naturally we are very
much interested In any irrigation
propositions or problems relative to
the reclamation of this vast area and
we will certainly appreciate it if you
will place us on your mailing list for
any literature bearing on the subject.
We are coming to the congress."
H. F. Christian, secretary of the
Pecos Irrigation company of Carlsbad. N. M.. writes: "Phvise send us
about Mio or l.uoo of tht. little circular j (like one enclosed) issued by
your board. We wish to send one out
in every letter issued by our company. They are fine."
The Washington Pipe and Foundry
company of Tacoma, Wash., write
asking for ni'f for exhibition
as follows: "We would like to
have some space for the exhibition of
our pipe at the National Irrigation
congress. We believe that there will
he nothing on exhibit there of more
direct Interest to the delegates than
the pipe we manufacture.
Its cost is
so much les than any make of metal
pipe on the market and its durability
so much greater than any make of
metal pipe, except cast Iron, that it
will immediate!)' appeal to everyone
Interested in irrigation work. Our
pipe is ued in the water works systems almos' exclusively in every city
iniKhhoring
and town in tiiis and
stales and .ill railroad, mining and
Irrigation companies everywhere uet
of the
river. We have sold
large quantities in Oklahoma.
We
fn confident that in time we will
sell every foot of pipe used In the
irrigation
wattr works systems.
works and kindred enterprises in the
southwest and we ate going after the
business."
These letters aie only a few of t lie
kind received veiy day from all puts
of the unlo,, and show how fir reach
ing the publicity bureau has already
made ii wink.
1

n,

RATON

being taken In the holding of
the sixteenth session of the congress.
F. W. Laltaume, agricultural agent
of the Norfolk & Western Railway
company, at Koonoke. Va., writes,
asking for advertising matter,
and
says: "I attended the sessions of the
congress In Sacramento last fall and
expect to be present with the Virginln
delegation
t the Albuquerque session. Send us some advertising matter descriptive of the Rio Grande-valleami the. country around your
city."
j. M. Mallury. Industrial agent of
the Central of Georgia Railway company at Savannah, says: "1 am deeply impressed with the importance of
this work and the good already accomplished and will be obliged to
you for any literature you may send
me.
I assure you of my

Employe
Tor

of Indian School lOuiertain
Air. a ml Mix. Custer.

The employes of the Albuquerque
Indian school gave a reception In
honor of Mr. and Mrs. Custer, whose
departure- for the east Is soon to take
place, having accepted the promotion
tendered him by the department.
The spacious assembly hall was
tastefully arranged with handsome
rugs, potted plants and other furnishings, transforming the hall into
an attractive drawing room. .
It being St. Valentine's eve the
colors predominating were red
nd
white.
Mr. and Mrs. Custer are great lovers of music and the following ehort
musical program was given In the
earlier part of the evening
Clarinet Solo "Air Varl"
Mr. Lm winder
. .
Piano Solo
i. . . Mrs. Skinner
.

Vocal

Hoo

.

".

Mr.

. .i

Itecltation

stress"

"The Loquacious

.

Barton
Seam-

Mrs Colgrave
Sextette from "Ijiicia"
Mrs. Unvander
Cornet Solo "Hattie Polka"

Piano Solo

Mr. Moya

Quartet
Mrs. Williams. Miss Smith, Messrs.
Harton and lHoff.
After the program the rest of the
evening was spent most enjoyably In
charades and other forms of entertainment. Dainty refreshments were
nerved In the club dining room where
was
artistically
the color scheme
carried out in all the table decorar.
tions. Major Colgrove was the
toast-maste-

The toasts and good natured roasts
were well given and received. provoking much laughter; especially the
one read by Mrs. Dwyre. The affair
was one of the most enjoyable social
functions given at the school In many
months.
I'nder the able supervision of Mr.
Custer the school has made great adgood
hearty
vancement", and the
wishes of the school go with him.

KEN CHARGED
E.

Z. ROSS SPRINGS

WITH FRAUDULENT METHODS
1'nited
States
leputy
Marshal
James Smith returned to the city
night from Itaton, where he
arretted two men. M O. Hiitton and
Frank North by name, for alleged
The charge against Urltton
frauds.
and North is that they ordered goods
from eastern houses under the names
of responsible parties. When the
goods were delivered it Is alleged that
they called for them at the express
They will lie given a hearing
ofllce.
February 21.
iiat-iml-

.

SORPBSEM

FRIENOS

Known Albuquerque Man In
Slurry lfetty Ainarillo tiirl.
Cards are out announcing the approaching marriage of Edwin Zane
ltoss of this city to Miss Edith Marie
Hagg of Amarillo. The wedding will
take place at the home of a brother
of the bride, Lawrence W. Hagg. at
Amarillo, Wednesday evening of this
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Hoss will be at
home to their many friends March 1,
in this city.
Mr. Hoss Is manager for the P,lue-watDevelopment company, a company developing a large Irrigation
project 100 miles west of this city,
with headquarters here. He has made
his home In Albuquerque the past
three years, during which time he has
made a host of friends. His marriage
wiil come as a great surprise, as he
let only hli most Intimate friends Into
the secret.
Mr. I!o left fur Amarillo yesterday
morning.
Wnll

er

PASSION

PLAY

TO
BE

REPEATED

around the
Such a throng !''
lobby of the Crystal ttvater last night
that could not be accommodated even
with standing room inside to see the
Passion play of o'oerainmergau as
presented by the Fianc company, that
Manager Orendorfr. "f the Crystal, induced Manager Graham of the company to cancel two dates farther down
the line and remain over for another
An
two days today und tomorrow.
announcement was made to the multitude outside and also one to the Jam
within, and It was greeted with applause. The Passion Play pictures
have without doubt created the biggest eensattnn of anything ever presented 111 this city and ar the t!k

,, When llillnu.
Wlu
The right thing to do when you
feel bilious Is to take a dose of Cham
berlS'n's Stomach and Liver Tablets.
ill cleanse the stomach and
Tiiev
regulate the liver and bowels.
Try
it. Price. 25 cent". Samples free at
til druggists.

BEST
BAUIP

SIGHT
GOOD Possession,
and

LUMP COIL

Is a Priceless
you should not allow your eyes

to be treated except bya competent optician or occuHst. 1
will tell you free just what
I can do for your eyes, and

$6.50

FOR KENT.
furnished reoms with use
of bath, s'eam heat and all conveniences.
No Invalids. Hotel Cralge.
Silver avenue.

The Home Restaurant
207 West Gold
Large.

Room. Prompt. Courteous Service
Music While You Lat. Number I Meals

Well-Lighte-

Breakfast
Dinner
Supper

d

6 to 9
Breakfast
25c
12 to 2
Dinner.
3 5c
Supper
530 to 7:30
35c
MRS. M. r. mreftm, Proprltrm

The Oxford Hotel
114-11-

IZXZZZZZZZZZXZXZX7ZZZXXZ3M

Davis & Zearing
208

ONE NIGHT ONLY- A ,StuM'r.t,( is Production of

W. Gold

We Iihvp

Folding
H

MTXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXZZX1

r.

M.

3

MYERS

SONS, Proprietor

A

JCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJCJCXXXXXX)
ALBUQUERQUE-ESTANCl-

H
M

622 West TIJeras Ave.

AUTOMOBILE

HKST MEALS

Columbus Hotel

I

IWfcmite

XuiMn,

Seats oti vale JVImrary
o'clock

19

at

8

ELKS THEATRE
ONE NIGHT ONLY

Board and Room

Thursday, Feb'y 20
PHKKf'NTS

Per Month and Up
or by the Week, Day
or Meal.

TEDDY WEBB

MRS.M.E.NORRIS

FRANK W. HEALY

FEB. 21

AM

IN

Ernest

The

Toymaker
DAINTY,

us

World-Fam- e

DIXKiirrFl'Ii

l.XCINi.

COMIC OPKHA

$16.00

1

10

InGrandConcert
l;V

MISS VERNA PAGE,
Violinist
MR. LAMBERSON,
Piano Virtuoso

GROCERY SALE

lKVOF.S KKADY P.VINT
Ono (iallon Covers SOU Square I'i
PAIiMtTPTO P.OOF PAINT
Slop

laki,

I.UMS

K

CASH

live Yem.

JAP-A-ia- c.

Don't Forget The
ALBUQUERQUE

PLANING

MILL

;

i

Consult

I'nr

ICIicuiiuittc NufTcrcrw.

a

Reliable

Dentist

Full Sot of Teeth
Filling
$1.50 up
e
Crowns

Oolil
Golil

Extracting

PainH-M-

wi-.l- i,

AM. wnitK

5 lie

Aiisoi.iTi:i.

ANTEED.

oVIiM'k.

The quick relief from priln afforded
liy applying Chamberlain's Pain Iiaim
iiiaken It a favorite with
ufTerem
sciatica,
from rheumatism,
lame
back, lumbago, anil deep jieateil and
muscular pains. For sale by all
turuKguis.

BUYERS' UNlOli

122 North Soeood
VM. DOLDE, Prop.

408 Wist Railroad Avnu

THE OLDEST MII.li IN THE CTTt
diMir, frainra
When in iHMtl of
etc. Screen work a Hpet'iulty.
7.V
Kc.nU
tl.OO,
$1.50.
on
Price:
South l'lr- - Mtreet. Telephone 403.
Kale at Matnon's TucIhj, IVbruury
Ill

81.

Thos. F. Keleher

"The Beauty Chorus"

l.

FEB. i, we will om
mence our Cut Price Grocery
Be sure and get a price list. Cons
and examine the goods and afte
buying and you are not aatUfled' w
will cheerfully reurn your money:
Pt. cans Log Cabin maple syrup. 18a
(0c English Breakfast tea
J5o
3 fro
60c uncolured Japan tea
8 bars Swift's Pride soap
2&
2m
8 bars Diamond C. soap
4 cans Sugar Corn
26
3 H lbj prunes
2t
15c Tomatoes large cans
li
SATURDAY,

Fast Coal Avenue

SI'KCIAL TKATl'ltr.

Basso

SITJ'OKTKH

TIIK

SAN FRANCISCO
OPERA COMPANY

Gamble

ubocooocxxxxJOOcxxxDcxxiorx

846.

Elks' Theatre
MR.

COMPANY

Automobiles dally to point ln
the Estancla Valley. Special cara
to Golden, San Pedro and other
points.
Automobiles for rent by th
day or hour In and about the city.
Parties holding special round trip
tickets to Estancla and return may
exchange them for hourly service
ln the city or other points.
For further Information Inquire at the General Ticket office
and garage. 408 W. Copper are.,
Albuquerque, New Mexico. Phona

IN CITY

Ladies' Tailor

ITixluitlon of
it iVwIier
A Pure, Instructive,
Illustrative
Story of th Hay of Our
Saviour.
NuM'rlly M'Nintnl, Cornvtly
Strom; SiiiMrtUi

The

a

J. P. MORELLI

A MupeiuliMiM

FRIDAY,

Rates Reasonable

fine liin' of

$2 to $15

Ltiella Morcy

:

Ay:

Go-car- ts

North Second

6

TIIK FINEST DINING ROOM AND BUFFET
IN, THE CITY

toom

With

:

ii

" ESJfSi

Carnes. Ooh. D.

C. H.

ELKS THEATRE

24

GUARANTEE TO DO IT.

EXAMINATION FREE

SAVES
YOU
MONEY

The entire stock of new and second
hand furniture and stoves, located at
411 West Central avenue, will be sold
at auction February 18, sale commencing at 2 o'clock p. m.

llrcviiin

T

WEST CENTRAL AVE.

308-31- 0

ROOMS

"SALOME"

J"

ders.

Coke
- Mill Wood
Mountain Wood
Cedar and Pine
Sawed to any length

Holy City

Si

Furniture, Carpets and Draperies

Per ton of 2,000 poonds

The

...

I fV

ALBERTFABER

We are now fully
equipped for business
and solicit your or-

Nicely

Monday. Feb.

RT

On exhibition now at

4

.

r i.iedy

Window shades, all co'ors, cheapest
AT to the best quality, 2!i cents and up.
FOlt KENT KESlltENCE
01 MtftTII EDITH.
APPLY Ol.l Store and odd sire shales made to
TOWN POSTOFFICE.
order. F'ltrei'e Furniture Co.

. I

GO-CA-

$7.50 to $17.50

First and Marble I

! Stop
that tickling Cough! Dr.
Slump's Cough Cure will surely stop
tt, and with perfect safety. It Is so
thoroughly harmless, that Dr. Shoop
tolls mothers to use nothing else even
with very young babies. The .wholesome green leaves and tender stems
of a lung healing mountainous shrub
furnish the curative properties to Dr.
Snoop's Cough Cure. It calms the
cough, and heals the sensitive bronNo
chial membranes.
opium, no
chloroform, nothing harsh used to
Injure or suppress.
Demand Dr.
Shoop's. Take no other. Ail dealers.

ol

known today for
The best
n'i stoinai h troubles is Kodol, which
Is guaranteed
give
to
prompt relief.
It is a 1. antral dgestant; it digests
you
Is
it
pleasant to take.
what
eat,
Sold by J. H. O'Rielly Co.

i

Out-of-to-

tl

pur-post- s,

.

FOLDING

GO-CAR-

President.

"The Tullman company tind the
railroad want to know by tomorrow
night what I hey can expect. They
want to know positively whether the
excursion Is a go or not. I am not
going to sign for a $2,500 train unless there Are 100 names on this list,
and 1 don't think that either David
Weinman or H. B. Hennlng, the other
member of the committee, care to
take the responsibility of doing so unless they know where they are at."
'Mr. Stamm was out with the list
this morning visiting1 the business part
of the city. There are already a large
number of names on the list but It Is
far from complete. He said that he
would continue with the work tomorrow, but doubtless he would not
be able to reach all. Anyone caring to
go but not called upon by Mr. Stamm
will confer a favor upon the commit
tee by seeing some member of the I
committee or sending their name In.
people will be welcome
on the excursion so long as they are.
willing to pay their share of the expenses.

.

m

the cart
THE ALLW1N FOLDING
Twenty
them.
that is built just as the mother wants
new patterns for 1908. Beautiful enamel finish.
Prices range from

j. t. Mclaughlin,

ing.

t'OflSt sluUj!.

it

Co.

the committee having In charge the
gathering of names for the proposed
trade excursion, to the Pecos valley,
said this morning that it Is Imperative
that lot) names of those who want to
go are on the list by tomorrow even-

in

w

m

Fuel

Roy Stamtn, the active member of

sending out the
second lot nf editors' note sheets;
the,, g,, to all of the principal newspapers lij the western and I'aciflq

J. H. O'Rielly,

President.

The
Aztec

TOMORROW

BY

Occidental Life Insurance Co.

Joshua S. Raynolds,

rAGE FIVE

IS

TO HELP WITH

It is a home industry.
It keeps the money at home and makes it available to

'1TfZFV

$8
i.r.tn.

Allen & Vickrey
Plumbing, Tinning and
Galvanized Iron Work
207 'vsE. Central

Av.

Phone 1515

nns. copp and PETTm
14.

HOOM

.

T. AAMJJO bl.IMJ.

AI.BtJQUEnOCTn

COUNTS AGAINST GIVES

Will

ORIENT BRUSSELS

STANDARD OIL

$200,000

HAVE

COMPANY

SUBSIDY

IN

FAIR

CITIZEN.

EVENING

II,

MONDAY,

ItOS.

'Rememba

Gross Kelly & Co.

"t

'csl
M YTrinr
ahell

Oldi

VBlatZj

(Incorporated)

1910
There's Class

3.000 Charges Mexican State Makes Only International Exposition Prom
Condition That Road (Must
ises to Be as Successful as
Which Could Result In
Be Built Through State.
Former Belgian Attempts.
$60,000,000 Fine.

More Than

to

BLATZ

Every bottle bearing
Brussels. Feb. 15. 'A universal and
open
at
will
International exhibition
the familiar triangular
Brussels In the month of Apr!'., 1910,
label
and every class
and will last for at least six months,
possibly longer. The four expositions
that's drawn from a Blatz
held in Belgium, one at Antwerp In
keg is full of character.
1885 and 1894, at Brussels in 1897
and at Liege in 1905 were successful,
Whether from Keg or Bottle
and there is reason to believe that
trie "Cream of Quasi
a
their success will be equalled by the
Blatz promise. Just ask for
exposition now being organized In the
"Blatz and see that you get it.
capital of Belgium.
&
Kvlilowt
Stern,
Co.,
The exposition will Include as Its
WhoWwHle Dealers. 313 W.
chief divisions the following groups:
Contra! Ave. Phone 142.
Fine arts, Education, instruments ana
general methods connected with letters, science and arts, plants and general methods connected with machinery, electricity, civil engineering and
means of transportation, agricultural, eign sections, and a commission will
horticulture and arboriculture, forests, shortly be Instituted for the purpose
hunting, fishing shooting, fruit gath- of Inducing Belgian producers to conering, articles of food, mines, metal- cur, and of furthering their partici
lurgy, decoration
and finishing of pation.
The exhibition is placed under the
public buildings and private homes,
yarns, woven fabrics, wearing appar- high patronage of his majesty, the
el, chemical Industry, miscellaneous king of the iBelgtans. and the honor
public ary presidency of H. It. H. Prince Al.
social economy,
Industry,
health, charitable institutions, prac bert of Belgium. It has already seof
tical education, economic institutions, cured the effective
female handicraft, colonization, land the Belgian government as well as the
and sea forces, sports, congresses and support of the city of Brussels.
conferences.
The profits realized by the under
counts
291
Total
Brussels is extending day by day taking are to be applied to the organ.
IndictThe list includes several
and public authorities do everything Izatlon of fetes and rejoicings of an
ments, In which the number of counts
In their power to Justify the name the attractive character so as to draw
make
would
.Is not stated, but which
city already has of being one of the people to the- - exhibition and to the
over
counts
of
number
the total
finest capitals of Europe.
capital, and the surplus. If any. will
"3,000. Each of the Indictments charge
Only recently its territory has been be devoted to a fund of public
Incora. violation of the Elklns act In "acconsiderably added to by the
All
cepting and receiving rebates."
poration of a large amount of land
The chief object of the organizers
In
were
returned
running alongside the Boise le la s to promote and develop Internation
the Indictments
of
190C.
the al dealings, namely to extend outlets
Cambre, the favorite resort
The government has been silent re.
Brussels people. On this marvelously or Industry.
to open up broader
does,
It
garding this mass of Indictments
covering,
as
situated spot
of action for trade and. morefields
paacres,
against the Standard, pending a dehalls and
more than 200
over, to Increase and multiply the
cision of the supreme court on the
vilions will be erected, ready to ac- commercial relations between all na
over
constitutionality
of the $29,240,000
all
productions
from
commodate
avenue tions.
cases.
the world. Broad tree-sThe executive committee therefore
with warmly
Another promising possibility in
Louise
Avenue
will connect the
appeals to every nation of the
while
exhibition,
connection with the big fine is that
the entrance of the
globe. In
hope that all countries
It will. In all prooabtllty, be known
tramway lines will insure communi- will directthe
combined efforts totheir
districts
within sixty days whether it is going
suburban
the
cation with all
collecting at Brussels a large
wards
to "atiok." Within that time it Is excity.
of the
and choice selection of exhibits In ev.
pected the supreme court will hand
The exhibition grounds will be con. Idence of the Importance attached to
railUelglan
State
down a decision In a Great Northern
the
with
nected
the pursuit of progress In every
case which Is practically a parallel of
ways.
The principal palace as well branch of human activity.
the Standard Oil case.; The Indictas the (Halls of the Exhibition will "je
ment is brought under the same act,
built of Iron and covered with hard
and for the utM crime as In the
materials;
the palace will be surStandard cases, and a reversal of the
rounded by a vast park containing
decision of the lower court is asked
numerous attractions.
RHEUMATIC FOLKS.
Adopting the Idea suggested by the
for on the same grounds as those
urged by the Standard's counsel.
displays witnessed at
Are Yon Sure Yottr Kidneys are Well? magnificent
Turin and Milan, the organizers con
to
are
due
Many
rheumatic
attacks
Kodol is a scientific preparation of
template the creation of an Internavegetable acids with natural digest-an- ts acid from the blood. Its presence there tional section of modern decorative
and contains the same Juices shows the kidneys are Inactive. Don't art. The machinery hall will have
found in a healthy stomach. Each dally with "uric acid solvents." You annexed to it a working gallery where
till doomsday with them, numerous workshops will continually
dose will digest more than 1.000 might go on
until you cure the kidneys you be In operation under the eyes of the
grains of good food. Sold by J. H. but
will never get well. Dean's Kidney public. Special attention will be paid
O'Rielly Co
Pills not only remove uric acid, but to
the Installation of a compartment
cure
the kidneys and then all danger
of small tools and of motors for perNot out of business! Just moved to from uric acid is ended.
Cer-rlllforming work at home. A special MffM
208 West Lead avenue. Mm. Wilson
Anselmo Armijo, living at 124
'withaSTEVEN- Sstreet, Santa Fe, N. M., says: palace may be reserved for retro
deals in fancy dry goods. Stamping
my
years
bC thing (or a growing boy I
a
suffered
wife
several
"For
exhibitions of
modern
spective
and
done.
Learning to shoot well and
great deal from backache, pain In lighting appliances of every descripacquiring qualities of
'
back of her head and rheumatism
Liege ex
Kubacrlbo for Tlie Citizen ai)4 get the
at
was
the
done
As
tion.
proved
lit
of
Medicines that she used
DECISION, AND
in
tlM
'
tle or no avail until she commenced hibition in 1905. fenrale arts and spe
MANLINESS
Doan's Kidney Pills, which we dustries will be the subject of a
mall 4 to BTXVtiiJ 1KKiiM8 EDUCATION.
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup with
had the good fortune to learn of and cial oricanlzatiun. With the view of
Ask your Dealer for Stevens Itltles
acts gently but promptly on the bow- procured a box at Ireland s mar-macy- . giving effect to the resolutions adopt
SliotKiins Pistols. Insist on our
els.
It stops the cough by soothing
The genuineness of this medi ed at the Congress of the World's Kx
make. If you cannot oluatn,
Sold cine as a cure for tne Kianeys was
we ship direct, eTnress prepaid, upon
h throat and lung Irritation.
Mons In 190r,, the
pansion
at
held
using
proven
case.
in her
After
amply
receipt of Cutalov Price.
by J. H. OTtlelry & Co.
will make It a
five boxes she was a well woman ana executive committee groups
o
Erarrthinr r waul ta know abuot the BTKV KNS
In connec
arranging
of
point
since.
ever
good
enjoyed
health
has
ia fuuod IB liU I'aga llliMtratad Catalog.
Furniture
Futrelle
at
seats
Porch
ilalld
for four rrnta Id atampa to pay Baataira.
lion with trade and colonization.
I make this statement unsolicited be
l
tore, $10.
Tan Color Hangor Sua aeroratioo for four
program will also Include spe
ing prompted to do so that I may
The
dwa " or club room mailfa for 4 cmti In alampa.
remeay.
or
mv
hnw
annreciation
mis
temporary
agrtcultur
exhibitions,
today
for
cial
The best remedy known
J. STEVENS ARMS & TOOL CO.
Kidney Pills."
shows, congresses.
all stomach troubles Is Kodol. which Doan's
60c al and horticultural
P. O. Box 4097
by
Price
denllers.
all
sal
For
and compe
prompt
relief. ' Foster-Mllbur- n
Calcopee Falls, Mat., U. S. A.
is guaranteed to give
Co.. Buffalo. N. Y. conferences, artistic fetes
so
afford
to
as
kinds,
digests
all
of
titions
It is a natural dlgestant; it to
sole Barents for the United States.
every possible
attraction.
take.
what you eat. It Is pleasant
hnwnihr the name Doan's Ms.and visitors
Further, the executive committee will
&
Co.
take no other.
Sold by 3. H. O'Rielly
give their patronage to the formation
f a commercial bureau on the prem
Ises, which besides affording the ex
hlbitor a means of protection of his
Interests at the exhibition will at the
"VS.
a source of diffusion of
same time-bhis Industry. The commercial bureau
will centralize all Information con
cernlng the industries represented; It
will place engineers at the disposal o
such visitors as may wish to be guiu
ed over the exhibition and It will en
(luavor. In every possible way, to pro
mote the development of commercial
Intercourse between the countries
gathered together at this world's fair.
oe
will
The necessary measures
taken for protecting In Belgium patentable inventions, Industrial designs
or models and manufacturing or trade
marks appearing at the exhibition.
Tlie government will grant on tne
Stale railways free transport oi nei- gian products returning from the exhibition. The exhibition will be treated as an actual bonded warehouse,
foreign goods consigned to the exhi
bition being allowed provisional duty
free importation, subject to being aft
The general
erwards
regulations, the classification of ex
hibits and conditions of admission will
very shortly be settled; a plan has
already been adopted consisting In ui
vlding tlie goods according to national
compartments, grouping together tae
works and productions of each coun
try. combined with a system of gen
eral classification.
The price for spare will include tlie
expenses of general decoration and
handling charges; exhibitors will thus
be enabled to ascertain beforehand
til- exact outlay Incumbent upon
them. A lottery w ill be organized un
der the authority and supervision of
the government: the prizes will be
purchased from amongst the exhibits.
Jury, appointed
An International
approbation of the govern
the
with
i3LMMiW'':,""''"fe'
ment will undertake the allotment
of awards. The Belgian government
has appointed a commissioner general
,
in the musical ie-wlto In ftu-i-u- l
to act as delegate to the executive
Ailota O'imvn tlu-- Danish ilaiui-rcommittee of the exhibition and for- wtow, "fhv Huul Kiss," now flaying In New York.
Kansas City, Feb. 17. 1). J. Haff,
an attorney for the Kanasas City,
Mexico & Orient railroad, has received
a telegram from Mazatlan In the state
of Slaloa, Mexico, paying that the
legislature of that state hud granted
a subsidy of $1,000 for every kilometer of road built by the railway
through that state in reaching Topo- lobampo. its Pacific port. A kilo
meter is about
of a mile,
The distance traversed across
the
rnte by the Kansas City, Mexico &
t
Ork-nis about 200 kilometers, making the bonus offered by the state
aoout $200,000.
The .sinaloa bonus is gratuitous, as
the route was located long before a
subsidy was thought of and already
about 130 kilometers of road have
been built in Sinaloa from Topolo-bamp- o
to Hornlllos. Between Hornil-io- s
and the state line is a distance of
seventy miles of very rough country.
The railroad company must pierce a
range of the Sierra Madre mountains,
which, in places, rie to a height of
8,000 feet,
Uenerel t'mwylo's Ytu Hero.
The granting of the subsidy was
partly due to a visit made to this city
last October by General Francisco
Canedo, governor of the state of Sinaloa. His state had been practically
Isolated before the Orient began its
work there, and the governor was, of
course. Interested In the road. On his
return to Sinaloa the general began
work for a bonus for the company,
and the telegram from Manuel Chaza,
tells of his
the governor's
success.
Only One Condition
There are no conditions to the subsidy except that the road be comBut alpleted through the state.
though 130 of the 200 kilometer
have already been finished, two years
may elapse before the road is completed from Hornlllos to Bocoyna in
the state of Chihuahua, Just northeast of Sinaloa. Across those mountains in this intervening territory a
grade of 2H per cent must be built.
This mewns many cuts of great depth.
Besides the subsidy Just granted by
the state of Sinaloa. the Kansas City,
Mexico & Orient has already bonuses
from the national government and
from the state of Chihuahua.
The subsidy from the government
amounts to $6,100,000; that of Chihu-hu- a
amounts to $750,000.

Washington. Feb. 17. As gigantic
was the fine of 129,240,000
upon the Standard Oil company ly Judge Landls, it In only a
lrop In the bucket compared to the
aggregate amount of flneg that would
pile up against John D.'s concern if
It should be found guilty of all the
count now pending.
Tiie Standard Oil company Is today
under Indictment on over 3,000 counts
rf rebating, the crimes charged being
In nearly every Instance Identical to
those for which iLandis assessed a
fine of 120,000 each. If the Chicago
judge's fine should be taken as a
be
standard and the oil trust should agfound guilty on each count, the
o
$60,000,-oogregate would be above the
mark.
That such a fine Is a posnbllity Is
shown by a tlst of the criminal cases
instituted by the government under
the Elklns act. This list has Just
been published In pamphlet form by
the Interstate Commerce commission.
pending
still
Indictments
The
against the Standard are shown by
the report to be distributed in the
various districts as follow:
1524 counts
Western Tennessee
627 counts
Northern Illinois
Western New York
85 counts

Wholesale

MILWAUKEE

Grocers

five-eight-

WoolHideandPelt
Dealers
Albuquerque and Las
Vegas

Gross Kelly .& Co

son-in-la-

(Incorporated)

et

IIS

os

YOU CAN SAVE
;

DAILY
TRAIN SERVICE
TO

Am aril lo

and all points In
Pecos Valley

L,

time-houor-

,

Baauti-ro-

IS!:

A

Bfa))aBSia)ea)a)
J Albuquerque

Foundry and

Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
mmpmlr

m

Mlmlmg mn

Foundry east side of railroad

mm MmotHifry m Bpimty
Albuquerque,
track.

W. O. PATTERSON

S11-S1-

S

Livorv
West Stiver

easnci
Avenue.

Boarding

THIS ONE

N. M.

Telephone

tl.

COAL

AMERICAN BLOCK.
CKItRIIiliOS LUMP.

ANTHRACITE
Furnace.

Mixed.

Not
CLEAN OAS COKE.
SMITHING COAL.
NATTY E KINDLING.
FOR CASH ONLY.

OUR

ARB. READING

t

AiiProrEROtnc verw scraoo.

e

Y(UJ

Machine Works

m. m. MALL, mroprimtor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber

particulars.

AD VIER TISERhENTS

iJffL

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

All points In the Valley reached
in one day. Trains leave Albuquerque 7:05 a. m. daily, arriving at Amarlllo 10:44 p. m. Ros-we- ll
9:45 p. m. Carlsbad 1 a. m.
Returning leave Carlsbad 4 a, m.,
Roswell 7 a. m. Amaririo 8:30 a.
m. Arriving Albuquerque 10:45 p.
m. Call at ticket otQce for full

T. E. PURDY, Agent

.

THE BANK OF COMMERCE

Ro swell
Carlsbad

"Out-of-doo- rs

.

A checking account will not only help you to spemd
your money economically, but it will also aid you
to save money systematically
'
When you have a record of every cent you pay out
(which you will have, if you pay by check) you
will be more careful of your expenditures.
A checking account gives you a complete record of
every cent you spend. You get a receipt for each
bill paid. You have safety for your funds and
convenience for your business transactions.
PAY BY CHECK.

WOOD
TELEPHONE

FOH A DEMGIITFTT, SrPPEB
Try some rolls or our baking. Delicious? Well, hundreds of people In
town not only think, so but know so.
Our rolls of several kinds to please
light,
crisp
different people are
and tasty. Suppose you give us an
order for so many a day fjr a trial
week.

Pioneer Bakery,
207 South First St.

tl.

W. H. IIAIIfl & GO.
Y
MILLINER
DATE STYLE

UP-T-

O-

AT

Ladle'

COST PRICES

Tailoring ana

Oreatmaklng

MISS CRANE

at MM.

tf--O-

04

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

LIVERY. SALE. FEKI AND
THAN S Kit STAHLES.
"I nave found a cure for the misery malaria poison produces," says Horses and Mules Hougnt and Ei
K. M. James, of Louellen, S. C. "It's
ohangad.
called Electric Hitters, and comes in
50 cent bottles.
It breaks up a case BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CIT.
of chills or a bilious attack In almost
between Central asv'
no time; and it puts yellow jaundice Second Street
Copper Avenue.
clean out of commission." This great
tonic medicine and blooj purifier
THIRD STREET
gives quick relief in all stomach, liver and kidney complaints an 1 the
misery of lame back. jSo!J under
guarantee at All Dealers.
AU Kliuli of KrcJi and Salt Ma
.
Pal Pinto Wells Mineral Water
fctMun Sau.4eurr
cures and prevents constipation. Ask
KM 11 KL1KNWOKT
your grocer for It.
Masonic- Building, North Thirl Btresv

Meat Market

MONDAY,

u

FEBRUARY IT,

ions

until they reach Nome, the end of the
second stage of the great tour.
From Nome the trip across the
strait Is undertaken, and another water Journey by steamer begun to reach
East cape. The distance across the
strait at the narrowest point Is something lees taan sixty miles. How
much longer the voyage across will
be cannot be finally determined until
arrangements are perfected for the
passage, fixing the definite point of
departure, but It Is estimated that 120
miles or more will be covered In this

MUST

OVERCOME
TROUBLE

I

way.

Many

.They Will Experience
Hardships Before Finishing
Race.
New YorK-Par-

Chicago, Feb. 17. The great New
York to Paris automobile race haa
Ju.t fairly begun but the contestants
are already experiencing trouble.
Three have dropped several days behind ind the other are not making
the time they expected, on account
of bad roads, storms and breakdowns.
Yet the contestants ale cheerful and
sy they will overcome even greater
il.ftlculties when the scene shifts to
Siberia and the rugged lands of

Trans-Siberia-

pro-cee-

Ku-rop- e.

.

The journey Involves a total disof
tance of 20,000 miles, nine-tentwhich will be on land. Two thousand
miles will be traversed by steamer. In
order to admit of the cars getting
across tiering
Strait and through
Alaska at a time when the rods of
the froaen district are passable.
The first stage of the Journey
across the United States involves a
total of 5,200 miles. This is necessary
mi account of the winter season, since
. the
Sierra Nevada range is declared
Impassable In the snows of early
March. To avoid them a nouthern
detour Is required that takes the contestants utmost as far south as Los
Angeles, a total of more than l,2't0
' miles out of their direct way. For the
rest of the journey practically follows
the route taken by all of the nine
transcontlnentallsts,
who have successfully accomplished the trip from
ocean to ocean by automobile.
From Ran Francisco the cars will
be shipped by steamer to Seattle for
the purpose of saving time and preventing them reaching Alaska after
the ice has broken up, leaving the
Alaskan roads a virtual morass. It is
impossible to ship direct to Alaska ut
this .season of the year, and.
must bo made at Seattle.
Here the steamer sailing will carry
the men and their cars to Valdez at
the beginning of tne Alaskan Journey.
The total distance which the steamers cover In this transfer from San
Francisco xto Alaska Is about 2,200
miles.
Through Alaska the road leads over
1,100 miles more. Half of this distance is over the trills followed by
the mail routes In Alaska and la
marked off by the government. It
leads to the Yukon at St. Tanana,
where the descent of the Yukon is
begun. Itoa. rlvetjs. followed uijUl 1U
ean.be left for the shore of Norton s
sound, along which the cars progress
nt

trans-shipme-

nt

Foolishness.
"When attacked by a cough or a
coll. or when your throa; ,s sure,
(t Is rank foolishness to take any
other medicine than lr. King's
says C. O. Kid ridge of
Empire, tJa. "I have used New Discovery seven years and 1 know It Is
the best remedy on earth for coughs
and colds, croup, and all throat and
lung troubles. My children are subject to croup, but New Discovery
quickly cures every attack." Known
the world over as the King of throat
Sold under
remedies.
and lung
guarantee at All Dealers. 50c. and
$1.00. Trial bottle free.
1

-

;

lit ilk.

-
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IKE'S DELICIOUS HOT
IV ALTON'S

CHOfO-LAT-

DRUG

E.

STORK.

TELEPHONE 15

r

FOR SALE A good cow. 1122 South
Edith.
FOR
SALE Best business proposl
places.
good
Some
FOH ItKXT
tlon In city at 75c on $1. About
m., 216 West Gold.
$1,600.
Addresa R. S. 6. CItlien.
FOK KENT Two rooms for light FOR SALE Fine p lace w
afge
housekeeping. Price $10.00. Apply
grounds, near University. Porter- 4W North Second street.
field Co., 216 West Gold.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished, sunny FOR SALE A brand new Stevens'
single barrel shot gun, never fired.
rooms, over postoffice. Mrs. H. E.
A high grade and strictly up to
Sherman.
date gun. Inquire at The Citiien
sunny
roomi,
Two
nice
RENT
FOR
office.
facing south, with board. Apply at FOR SALE Ten pounds extracted
honey for $1; 60 pound can for $5.
615 East Central avenue.
Order by postal. W. P. Allen, P. O.
kinds.
all
Typewriters,
RENT
FOR
Box 202, Albuquerque, N. M.
Albuquerque Typewriter Exchange
213 West Central.
WANTED
FOR RENT Nice clean rurnl.-he- d
rooms, modern. S09V4 West Central avenue.
WANTED A good carpenter, out of
FOR RENT 1 room dwelling, Hightown. A month's work or more.
20
Hunsaker,
Lloyd
lands; $12.
Address X this office.
W. Jold.
WANTED Live drummers or agents
FOR RENT Bright sunny rooms for
to make money easy; side line, well
housekeeping; rent, reasonable, 624
ndvertlsed article; recommended by
West Central avenue. Inquire In
Pox 1133,
bunkers. Particulars,
rear.
San Antonio, Texas.
FOR RENT Minneapolis, 524 So. WANTED Capable traveling salesSecond St., rooms' for lighthouse-keepinman at once. Staple line, profitable
Also bed rooms. Cheapest
commission; contract with $25.00
in city.
posiweekly advance. Permanent
sunny front
FOR
RENT Large
tion; references required, A. S. J.
room with board. 309 S. BroadAve.,
Co., Grand River
Detroit,
way.
Mich.
vaBtlll
3
roonm
nice
RENT
FOR
WANTED Salesmen calling on stacant, with first class table board,
tionary, sporting goods and departfrom $16 per month up. Apply 110
ment stores, western states; side
E. Coal. Mrs. Morris. Sick people
line, college and society novelties
accepted.
In great demand; mention line, terTOR HKNT 2 room tent house, furritory. I. F. Co., SS2 Second iave
W.
Lloyd Hunsaker, 205
nished.
New York.
Gold.
WANTED Gentleni'i,, and wife de- sire a good, clean, well lighted
FOR SALE
room, with privilege of kitchen for
breakfast. Must be close In. Par- FOR SALE: At a sacrifice Remties well known In the city, not
ington typewriter, like new. Mihealth seekers. Will be no trouble.
lieu Studio, 215 West Central, AlAddress C. C. C, care Citizen office,
buquerque, N. M.
WANTED Young men applicants fnr
FOR SALE Some good bargains In
membership In glee club. Experi
cotA
frame
estate:
real
ence not essential. Call at 11 West
tage with bath on South BroadGold avenue.
way, $1500; a
frame cotSalesmen for our Inditage. W. Central ave., close In; WANTED
Lighting Plants. Our central
vidual
busigood
easy
two
terms;
$1100.
generator system has never been
ness lots on W. Central between
pushed in the south. An opportunfour-rooconnew
a
4th;
and
3rd
ity to make big money. Exclusive
crete house, $1350; three lots each
territory given to hustlers. Write
50x1 42 on K. Central avenue, $200
for full proposition. Knight Light
long list of
for air three. And
Co., Chicago. ..i j .
snaps of all fcinds. A. Fleischer,
212& WANTED $210 motor cycle or horse
real estate and Insurance,
and buggy furnished our salesman
South econd street.
for traveling, and $S5 per month
nnd expenses, to take orders for
the greatest portrait house in the
world. You will receive, postpaid,
a Tjeautiful 16x20 reproduction of
oil painting In answer lo this ad.
Write for particular. R. T. Murtel,
IVpt. 8X6. Chicago.
govjda.
second
A.S 1 Et
hand clothing, shoes and hats at
street,
of
south
615 South First
viaduct. R. J. fweeney.
VVANTiiDLa d I es d eSfi ng millinery
at cost for next ten flays callSec-on
Miss C. P. Crane, gli North
ond s'.reet. Millinery and dressmaking parlors. Phone 944.
wanted.
WANTED Able bodleo. unmarried
men. between agea of 21 nnd 35;
citizens of I'nlted States, of good
character and temperatt habits,
can speak, read and write
who
English. For information apply to
Recruiting Officer, 203 E. Central
Ave., Albuquerque, New Mexico.
WANTED Capable men to fill executive, technical, office and merWe can place
cantile positions.
you in the poaltlon for which you
are qualified. Southwestern Busl-tiHAssociation 201' 'East Central avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.
Phone 257.

'

rEUSONAL

FOR RENT

I

thi

m

five-roo-

m

Furniture, Pianos, Organs Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RE-as
high
CEIPTS, as low as $10 and
$200. Loans are quickly made and
month
One
Time:
strictly private.
n one year given. Goods remain In
your possession. Our rates are reasonable. Call and se us before borrowing.
THE IIOVSF.110I.D LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 8 and 4, Grant Bldg.
West Railroad Ave.
303
PRIVATE OFFICES
0wn Evenings.

n.nixs

RANCH PROPERTY.

IX

-

Three anii a half acres first
class cultivated land, right on
main ditch, three miles north of
town, price $300.00. Easy terms.

o o o

on main
road, under high state of cultivation, well fenced, 2 '4 miles north
Easy
of town, price $500.00.
terms.

Four and a half acres

o o o

land,
Ten acres of very good
three miles north of town, price
$500.00 cash.
O

O

O

good
Eight acres In alfalfa,
fence, adobe house, four and a
half miles north of town, price
$00.00 cash.

I

o o o

Seven acres good land, all level
and under ditch, partly under
cultivation, one mile from town,
on main road, price $1400.00 cash

j

o o o

Sixty-fiv- e

j

acres of the best land

In the Rio Grande valley, all under cultivation (25 acres In alfalfa), four wire fence, on main
ditch, title perfect, prlcP $65.00

yi 3?v ? A&r

11''

O

O

O

And a great many others from

one to twe hundred acres.

A. MONTOYA
Real Rxtnte and Ixmiw. Notary
Public. 215 W. Gold Ave.

In the Citizen

OOOCxJOCX3COOOCXJOO(TXXXTfXXXX;

For Sale nt a Bargain. Furniture and lease 12 rooms,
modern rooming house.

li.-lll-

LOST

-

and

W. M. SIIERIDAX, M. I).
Homeopathic Physician add Surgeov
Occidental Life nnlldlDf.
Telephone 88.

IIt. F. J. PATCJUN
Pliyiclan and Surgeon.

For Sale Bargain one store
building. Mix 100 feet,
two
stories and basement.
For Rent Store building on
West Central ave. A snap.

This very desirable

DR. R. L. HUST
Phyxlcian and Surgeon.
X. T. ArmUo Rullrtin.
Rooms

67.

DR. SOLOMON L. BURTON.
Pllyslcutn and Surgeon.
Highland Office, 10 South Walter
Street. Phone 1030.

resi-

dence property is located
in a very choice residence
district on a lot size 50

by 100 feet. The house
is new, has hardwood
floors, large closet, pantry, bath, electric lights,
large front and back
porches, 4 large rooms,
chicken house, etc., etc.
$350 cash, balance like
rent, will secure this beautiful home if taken before
the 20th.

Improved Arizona
real estate for
Albuquerque

BRONSO.V
DRS. HHONSCN
Homeopathic Pliylclnn
and
Over Vann's Drug More.
Phone, Offlm and Re..

Ror-gfo-

STOW

REAL ESTATE and
INVESTMENT ?0.
210 East Central Ave.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

j

DR. J. K. CRAFT
Dental Surgery.
Room 3 and 3, HamcM Hulkllng,.
Drug store.
O'RIolly's
Over
Appointments mnile by mall.
Phone 741.
EDMl'XD J. ALGER, D. D. &
Of lice hours. 9 a, m. to 12:30 p. nw
1:30 to 5 p. m.
Appointment made hy mall.
30A Went tVntral Ave.
Phorx 45.

LAWYERS
R. W. D. BRYAN.
Attorney

Albuquerque. N. M.

E. W. DOBSOX
Attorney at Law.
Office, Cromwell Block,
. . Albuquerque.
N. M.

SOCTmVKSTERX

F.

Elks1

i k

i

-

"

f

r

y

i

I

.

.

I

'

f n

sick ones atiout the actual
Stomach, Heart ami KiJney ailments.
weak
how
To explain in person
to
Stomach
Stomach nerves lead
weakness. I am sore would interest
all. And i: Is the same with weak
why
Ilenris or weak Kidneys. This laKesto-ratiDr. Snoop's
my prescription
so promptly reaches ailments
of tin. Stoniai h. Heart and Kidneys.
It is Aionrf to drug the Stomach or
or Kidneys.
stimulate tiie Heart
weak ins. do nerves limply
The
need more s reng h. My Restorutlve
Is the only precrlp'lou
made
for these nerves. Next to seeing you peisonally, will be to mail
you free, my new booklet entitled,
"What To Do." 1 will also send the
It will Purely Interest
book today.
you. Address Dr. Shoop. Box 8, Racine, Wis. A!! dealers.

vi

V

t

A little want ad, day by day,
you draw the pay.!
It sees thef people you don't know,
And helps you make your business grow.

Does the work

We presume that juu nave made
our arr ingements 'o attend the
oiree in the Klks' lull Thursday
if not do so now.
veiling. Fel

ADAMS

T1IOS. K. D. MADDISON
Attorney-at-La-

Office ivltli W. It. Chllriers.
117 Went Gold Avenue.

Theatre

WEDNESDAY, I Q

facial and scalp treatment, alao how-tmanufacture hair goods. Paris-Ia- n
Beauty Parlors, 312 West Central Ave.
TO IOAN $500. $1,000,
MONEY
$1,600; s per cent. Lloyd Jlunsaker,
203 W. Gold.
all
cause of

&

Phone 655.

INSURANCE

Will teach hair dressing, manicuring,

talk with

W. SPENCER

UNDERTAKERS.
Lady AsNlNtant.
Embalming a Kpednlty.

RAHIIKOOK BROS.
Plume 5I.
112 John nt
Saddle homes a specialty.
Bet
drivers In the elty. Proprietor!
"Saaie," the picnic wagon.

Miscellaneous

wish thai I might

COL-LECTI-

Architect.
South Walter.

Highland Livery

notice.

I

!

LAW AND
AGENCY.
(Bonded)
Oflloe Room 1, X. T. Arviljo liklg
Hugh J. Collins, attorney at law..
C. W. Granner, general
manage
and claim adjuster.
I'hone 659. Albuquerque, New Mex.

I'nl'XIi
.

i

MISCELLANEOUS

FRENCH

on
A bay pony,
branded
left hip and shoulder. Right hind
font white, stars In forehead. Call
at 110 East Gold and pay for tills

1

IRA M. BOND
Attorney at Lew.
Pensions, IjiihI raiculs. Copyright-C'avints, l.ctt. r 1'ulciiis, Iw.ue
Mark". Claims.
S3 V. stiwt. x. M. Wnelilnrton. D. C.

1231

FOUND

at Law.

Ftrat National Bank BnlMlntf.

Office,

Phone 257

2nd Strut

n.

DENTISTS

property
We have a choice resi
dence property located at
Flagstaff, Ariz., to trade
for Albuquerque real
estate.

office

695.

UleiKV

modern four room
brick residence

M. L. SCHUTT
219 South

Offlov over Vann Druu Store. Of.
13 a. m., S to ft, ami

to
her hours
7 10 s p. in.

Will handle this

per acre, terms: one half down,
balance In one or two years at 8
per cent.

m

V

PHYSICIANS

On

g.

five-roo-

OPPORTUNITIES

IOANS

MONEY to LOAN

Por-tertie- ld

.

PROPERTY

U

I'

J

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

a utile WANT AD

f

CLASSIFIE 13 ADS

d

ls

tnae'x-shipme-

Then cn the arrival'ln Siberia, the
last and most difficult phase of the
Journey Is begun. This represents a
total of 11.H50 miles. A thousand
miles of this is pKinnf-- along the
shore Ice on the Arctic ocean, leading inland from the Bay of Tschaun
to
to the mouth of the Kolymaks
Verchojansck and Yakutsk and finally Irkuktsk.
It is this stretch of
country, leading through practically
uninhabited wilds, that presents the
greatvt difficulty. Once Irkutsk Is
reached. It is comparatively eaxy to
n
follow the line of the
a
railroad to Moscow and Ihence
through Itussl.i and Oermany t
Ilelgium and
Berlin, ami through
France to Paris.
Extra part and oil supplies will be
kept in readiness .it stations ostab- llshe.i all along the route, sixty-seve- n
having been provid
of these
ed for the I'nlted Stales alone-(Hie of the most distinguished of
the contestants Is Hans Hendrlk Hansen, the distinguished Notweelan
who will dilvc the le Dion
car. He has made a wager of 10,000
rubles that he would not only complete the hazardous Journey us outlined by the official plan, but would
cover the 20, M miles laid out and
reach Paris by the end of June. This
allows htm but 1hree and a half
months to make the Journey. Including the time lost by
by steanwr, or a total of less than 100
days on the road.
Mr. H.nsn is 42 years of age and
long past the period where the ex
uberance of youth leads to all sorts
He Is financially
of extravagance.
well fixed, and though employed by
Marquis de Dion to make the trip. I"
for
not engaging In the adventure
gain. He his been all through the
."'iberiau country, and has visited both
the I'nlted States and Alaska, and
knows what may be expected in these
stretches of country to be crossed.
by :he
Me Is speaking, therefore,
book.

PACE t&VtiSf

EVENIKL CHIZfitf.

ALEUQUEEQQE

12CS.

FEBRUARY

I

U

THE SEASON'S BEST

B. A. SLEYSTER
IiiMtirancp, Real Estate, Notary

Public.
II, Cromwell Block.
Albuquerque, N. M. Phone 13.

Rooiiih

li WALKER
Fire Iowuraniv.
Scntary Mutual I'.tilliling AinclBtioK
217 West ientrul Avonue.
A.

Fred F. Falkner and Walter
liippe Is
the country.
Stop it with l'reventics, before It gets
i deeply
seated. To check early colds
with these
little Candy Cold Cuie
Tablets is surely sensible and safe.
l'reventics contain no (Julnine. no
laxa'ive, nothing harsh or slcken'ng.
Pneumonia would never appear If
were promptly broken.
early cold
AUo good for feverish children. I.arge
box. 4S tablets, 25 rents. Vest pocket
boxes 5 cents. So'd by all dealers.
swe-epln-

j

We sell ni.iek
a

OSt

tat

cat

istactory brand

color.

Stockings, the
in wear and

Ail sizes for men.

women

and children. Cotton or wool. Prices
lun from 1'e to 50c. Try them. (.'.
May's Shoe Store, 314 West Central
U

ellll".
A

lllglu-- r

Health IavcI

"I have rwiched a h'gher health
Dr. Kind's
level since 1 oegan
PUis,"
Jacob
New
Life
writes
g

Springer, of West Franklin, Maine.
"They keep my stomach, liver and
bowels working Just right." If thee
pllla disappoint you on trial, money
will be refunded at All Dealers.. 2"'-- .

VETERINARY

Coleman, 1441 Broadway, N. Y., offer

JOHN ARTHUR
AS IW15IO 1JOMAX1 IV

MARIE CORELLI'S

"VENDETTA"
With Select Metropolitan
Cast, Splendid Scenery
and Electrical Effects

12 and

WILLIAM IJE1.DEN
VeUTliwry.

Suritery ami IKiitiMtry a Spccinlty.
41)2 .Stmtli Iklilh
Plume 405.
DR. II. D. PETTI FORD
Surgf on.
Practice: Therapeutics, Surgery anj
(
ilmtctrlcs on Horses, Cattle, Sheep
Horh, Dog- - an.l Cat.
Office with
Thornton, the Cleaner,
121
North
Third, I'hone
Hospital
460.
and
Rel1ence, 733 South Walter. Resiphone,
dence
620.
KILL-thsOCSJC-

IkHO

CURS tke LUfiCSj

KKK Tl IK
ERUPIION OP MOUNT VESUVIUS

iew Wtzcmty

PRICES, 35c, 50c, 75c
r

The reason we do jo much ROrCIl
To fun- - a Cold In One Pay.
DRY work la because we do It right
HROMO Quinine
Take LAXATIVE
B. of and at the price you cannot
A.
G.
I.
to
the
of
the
Ladles
.
money
if
afford to
T,rt-- Druggists refund
done at bom
E. W.
GROVE'S L. E. will give a dance on March 17, have
It falls to cure.
1908, at Elk' hall.
IMI'KICI l. LAl'NDRV.
signature U on each box. 25c.
!

K M
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pa9k rir.nT

'ALBUQUERQUE

A HA

1

)

JUMPS

THIEF

PERSONAL

I

RAP II S

EVENING

CITIZEN

THROUGH

MONDAY,

INTO LAW;

GIASS DOOR TO

Kiehelieu Toffee at the Klehelleu
Is the best In the city.
ttroci-iI j. V. Heeker, ciixhler
of the First
National bank of nelen, Is In the eity

y

by Congress forblddlnif railroad
(leratnrs working more than nine hours a
day, has created demand for about 30,000
more telegraph operators ttinn ran now le
necured. Hallmnd companies have cut rail- road wire Into Telegraphy Department of
passed

ESCAPE

on biHines?.

Our Shoes Are Just Right

is a good time to buy medium weight Suits anil Clvercvxits.
Wo have 250 of tlieni on Solo. Goods vtliMi you ran wear nenrly
till tlic year around nnd Imvo reduced llicni In price nil (lip way

from

DRAUGHON'S

20 to 33

I-

j

all the name Implies.
rraWWCTSKC!53S3F5
according
th la'est iiirlaics of Damp Fashstylp
t.i
In
rlaht
Ju.t
ion from the ym.irt toe to the dainty hei
Jint nirht in fit. Snug ar'uind the lire! In keep th. f ot from
(hppiiiK; rln."' littinK under the arch ami over ihc Instep to Kive
over tb,. toe to Insure east.
jnur body the proper Jilpport;
nor any
No unnecessary pressure anywInTe to cause discomfort,
unsightly
wrinkles.
mnplus loa'her to form
.lust relit in quality. Made (,f well tested materials" by expert
workmen, they dive excellent wear nnd hold their shape.
Just rifjhl In price. In our own interest we ask a. little for our
nhoes ns we po.ib)y can. since we not only want to set your trade
but want to hold It.
will be worth yur while to investigate the claims
It certainly
'
WCTSSSSl
we make.
MEN'S SHOES
WOMEN'S SHOES

I'ltOM
ViWM

chii.dkens Shoes

i

l.8r. to $5.00
1.50 to 5.00
i.no to 2.50

hom

Winter Hats

aliio also In I'ndcr wear. Shirt.
We I in ve Just finished stock-takinseasminblr goods at iNirgaln priefs.
SfH-iia-

Albu-iUeriU-

A.

it

208 South Second

Lt

er

aortiiiiit

1

See Window Display

Dr. Vaucaire's

SIMON STERN
THE CENTRAL AVENUE CLOTHIER1

ooXDooaoe(K)oCscoo

lLe

WHITNEY'S OLD STAND

r

need another.

nuuooada.

Rallroat. Avenue

Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glawi, Clocks, Silverware,
A Square Deal.

We

iovhe your trade and guarantee

PLUMBING AND

Birda and Animals Mounted True to Life.

and Permanent. Work Guaranteed

Moth-Proo- f

210 WEST GOLD

T.

P.

ALBUQUERQUE,

N. N.

I

Ifll

J8!

JM7, 0
D atcheea
Ufa--.

Co.

$68.00

of

Money can'buy

at

$1.75,
$2.50,1

$2.75,
$3.00,
$3.50
TROUSERS
give Style, Comfort and
Service at moderate Cost.
10 CenU a Button; $1.00 &

fUTCHESS

Rip.

--

naKtMt"

All the most
popular colors

just placed
on sale

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

iliUlir -

321-32-

Schroeder

EYES RIGHT!
S. T. VANN

I I.I.I AM hl.lJ.fc 1KAJ
New York, Feb. 17. William Hells,
a son of one of the three brothers
organized the famous Sells
who
Brothers circus combination, died
here today of gastritis. He had been
ill several week but wus thought to
be recovering.

nr. thi:ki:
imvwNeb.,vi i.i.
Keb. 17. According

Lincoln.

H
H
B

n
n

DR. C. H. CONNER

o

B
B

B
B

a

OSTEOPATHIC PHYtlCIAN ANO B
muKomoN
All Curablm Dlmmi0
Trtmfd. B
M
Mo Cff
lor Gonaultmtion
92 A N. r. Armljo Bulldlni
titt.t

Ulld

G.VJ.

West Central

In every ton of coal leaving our yard, and have

al-

ways made this guarantee. Tho following ad, or one
similar to it, appeared for years in both our daily papers.

2,000 Pounds Guaranteed or a Present
Made of the Coal.
We defy any individual, firm or corporation to truthfully say that short weight was ever given to any of
our customers.
WE HANDLE THE BEST Gallup Coal, American
Hlock, Crested Butte Ilard Coal, Furnace, Stove and
Nut, Also Mill Wood. Mountain Wood, Kindling and

OBERAMMERGAU

CENTS

Cole.

!

JOHN S. BEAVEN

502H

South First

B

Spying Styles of 908

B
B

B
B
B
B

Tust Received and on Display.

to an announcement made today William Jennings liryan will attend the

tate convention which
Hemocratie
has been called to meet at Omaha
March 5.
A. K. Robinson, igent for tho Direct Supply Co. of Hosiery and Underwear, has transferred the agency
to M. Muensterman, 1004 lwt C'op-le- r
avenue. I'hone iS7.

3

Full 2,000 Pound;

FEBRUARY

10,20 AND

THE GPEAT MAJESTIC.

WE GUARANTEE

EXTRA

H. W.

.

Wagner Hardware Co.

THE PASSION PLAY

The Bestl
Trousers

"W

to

Schroeder's Orchestra

Copyrikt,

iiiiTraj

$61.00

CRYSTAL THEATRE

TAXIDERMiST
FUR BEARERS TRAPPED TO ORDER

roepc

Prices

Standard In Quality

mini

1

Z

I

Every

DIAMOND PALACE

Majestic Range

in the science of stove building, the idea is at once
to this range, with the result that the Majkstic of
represents all the best features of all makes. In addi
tion to tnis, it is conTHE GREAT MAJESTIC.
structed of material that
to all commoa purposes .
is unbreakable.
It will 2
save you time, fuel and JJJ
ImajhticI
stic
work; and produce the U
O
I MFG. CO. I gg)l Hi. II II
3J
best of results. Buy a Ma-- 3
will
you
never
JESTIC

HEATING GO.

1THE

S

Just as soon as an improved feature makes its

STANDARD

Hardware - Plumbing

oooocmcmomcmcmomomomcm

There are no better ranges in the world than

d.

CO.

N'vkvier, Hosiery ami
iinrt linir plenty of

It limy he a trifle early to talk spring goods, but wc-- want to tell
notwithstanding tin; fact that a great many incrchants- von I
iliavc tut down their Spring orders, we can fchow yon. a. large and
o iHMiblc to show them to you.
than ever.
better

Kgg-o-Se-

J. L. BELL

l

NEW SPRING SUITS

J. Morclli

-

Miss Lutz

Per Cent

3

j

--

left and they must be sold regardless of
cost to make room for spring goods

1--

Gloves.

.

Formula

ONLY A PEW

10.

Now

the lie TooK Stamps From Plumb
J. J. Donovan, representing
In the
American Tnoucro company,
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